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 Lorna: And then we'll be good to go. 

 Colleen: Yeah. That could be embarrassing. It's recording. 

 Lorna: All right. Good evening, everybody. Thank you all so much for being  here. At this 
 time I'd like to call the meeting to order. This is Lorna James Cervantes, for the record. And 
 as we get started tonight, just reminding  everyone that we are recording the meeting, so as 
 you make a comment or add  to the discussion, please don't forget to give your name for the 
 record so that it  can be recorded. So, Colleen, would you please do a roll call for us? 

 Colleen: Absolutely. We'll call the roll. Linda Verbon, the licensed teacher. Linda: 

 Present. 

 Colleen: Thank you. Dr. Sylvia Lazos is not going to be joining us this evening.  Dr. Alain 
 Bengochea. 

 Dr. Bengochea: Yeah. Present 

 Colleen: The Early Childhood, Multilingual, and Special Education professor.  Nicole 
 Thompson, licensed teacher. 

 Lorna: She is sick, she's not here. 

 Colleen: All right. She will not be joining us. Jamie Gonzalez, HR expert. Jamie: 

 Present. 

 Colleen: Thank you. And Lorna James-Cervantes, our licensed administrator  and our 
 board president. 

 Lorna: Present. 

 Colleen: And additionally, I did want to add that this meeting is being  conducted pursuant 
 to the Open Meeting Law, and it will be reported and  transcribed. At this point, we should 



 start by opening it up to public comment.  Is there any public comment? Seeing none, we'll 
 close the public comment  period. 

 Lorna: All right. Thank you very much, Colleen. So... [crosstalk 00:01:37]. Colleen: 

 Sure. You're good. Yeah. 
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 Lorna: All right. So at this time,the possible action is to approve the final  minutes from the 
 March 1st board meeting. So I hope you all had the  opportunity to review the minutes from 
 that March 1st meeting. Is there  anybody who needs just a minute or two to look through 
 them? If not, I would  love to have a motion to approve the minutes as is. 

 Dr. Bengochea: This is Alain Bengochea for the record. I move to approve the  minutes. 

 Lorna: Is there a second? 

 Linda: Linda Verbon, I'll second it. 

 Lorna: Thank you, all. Those in favor? All right. All those who oppose? All  right. So the 
 minutes are approved as written and I appreciate that everybody.  Next on our agenda is 
 item number five, a discussion for possible action to  adopt a resolution to amend the 
 bylaws of the City of Las Vegas, Strong Start  Academy Incorporated, which will increase 
 the maximum number of directors  from seven to nine. And that's for board groups. 

 Jeff: Thank you, Madam President. Jeff Dorocak, assistant city attorney from  the city of Las 
 Vegas for the record. This resolution is in the backup for the  Charter Board. It's essentially 
 asking the Charter Board to approve and support  what the City Council would be doing 
 later in April, which is increasing the  number of directors from seven to nine for this Board 
 of Directors. It's in the  backup, as I mentioned, and if the president would be interested in 
 just reading  the title and then page bottom here. This is the record. For the record, can you 
 read the title? 

 Lorna: Okay. All right. So it's a resolution authorizing the amendment of the  bylaws by 
 the Board of Directors of City of Las Vegas Strong Start Academy  Elementary Schools 
 Inc, a Nevada nonprofit corporation, for the purpose of  increasing the number of directors 
 of the corporation. 

 Jeff: And then on the bottom of page 3 and page 4, do you wanna read starting  with, "Now, 
 therefore?" 

 Lorna: So, "Now, therefore, the Board of Directors for the company hereby  resolve as 
 follows. Resolve that the amendment to the bylaws of the company  proposed in these 
 resolutions is hereby adopted in its entirety, subject to the  affirmative vote of the Las Vegas 
 City Council. It further resolves that the 
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 officers of the company are hereby authorized to take any and all steps  necessary to 
 implement the amendment back to the bylaws of the company and  to evidence these 
 amendments to the bylaws of the company in the records of  the company, once the 
 informative vote of Las Vegas City Council has  occurred." 

 Jeff: Thank you, ma'am. So as I mentioned, the City Council of Las Vegas  would be 
 entertaining approval of this item in the April 20th meeting about this  item for you today is 
 for a motion and a vote to get your support for increasing  the board size from seven to nine. 
 Dr. Malich is here, and I'm sure she can add  some information on why the increase is 
 necessary and some names that will be  put forward to the City Council for those seats. 

 Lorna: Okay. Thank you, Dr. Malich. 

 Dr. Malich: Thank you. Dr. Tammy Malich, City of Las Vegas for the record.  So, to support 
 this item and give you additional information, as you all are  aware, the statute requires 
 specific seats on the governing board, and we are not  in compliance with that at this current 
 time. We need a parent of a student who  is enrolled in the school, who is not an employee of 
 the school, we also need  some capacity to help support the board in getting the work done. 
 We know that  you have all been busy at work and we appreciate and respect that. And so, in 
 trying to keep an odd number of board members and increasing capacity for the  workflow 
 and putting us in compliance, the recommendation to our City  Council will be to give the 
 mayor three seats on the board. 

 We will leave the Councilman Crear seat open. He has not yet appointed a  parent and we 
 believe once the school is opened, he will, but we need a parent  to do business. And so the 
 mayor will have three seats. Our proposal would be,  based on her request, is to move 
 transition Director Verbon into a different role.  The mayor would be naming, with City 
 Council approval, parent Heather's  name, who is the parent of Julian, who's one of our 
 preschool babies, who will  be attending the school. DACHRESHA Harris, the director of 
 human resources  for the RTC, and Alee Moore, director of capacity building at Nevada 
 GrantLab. And so that would be above and beyond the experts you need on this  board, but to 
 have a really strong board and be able to do the work that you  need to do to open the school. 
 With your approval, that is what we'll be  recommending to our City Council on the next 
 council meeting. 
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 Lorna: Thank you, Dr. Malich. Is there any discussion from members of the  board about 
 this resolution or about the choices or the seats on the board? 

 Dr. Malich: If I could add one more thing... Dr. Tammy Malich, for the record.  At the 
 conclusion of this meeting, if this is passed, then my assistant will send  you resumes for 



 these three lovely ladies. They are present, I would like to  acknowledge. They were at the 
 last meeting and they came back, you guys  didn't scare them off. So they are present here so 
 that they have the other  standing from the startup of this. And so... but we will send their 
 resumes to all  of you if this item passes. 

 Lorna: Okay. Lorna James-Cervantes, for the record. And I would just like to  also say that 
 if this resolution passes and the three members are approved, one  of the things that we 
 would need is a very short bio from each one of you that 
 we can add to our website. That's one of the requirements for our website from  the State 
 Charter Authority and a picture. And just, I mean, it can be a very  short, a paragraph or two, 
 if you wouldn't mind, upon approval by this board  and by the City Council. Colleen, 
 anything to add? 

 Colleen: Nope, I don't think so. I support the motion. 

 Lorna: Okay. Thank you. Yes. 

 Woman 3: Do you have a date? After it's been passed, is there a date that you  need that, 
 just... 

 Lorna: When is... Lorna Cervantes, for the record. What's the date in the next  City 
 Council meeting? 

 Dr. Malich: April 20th would be the City Council meeting. At the conclusion of  that then I 
 would reach out to each of you and then we have 10 days after that  date to publicly notify 
 the Charter Authority. 

 Lorna: Yes. So within that 10 days if you could, and pending the fact that it  should be 
 coming, you might wanna start thinking about wrapping that out now  so that it won't make 
 you feel like you're under pressure once that 10 days  comes. So, at this time I would like to 
 entertain a motion to pass the resolution  authorizing the amendment of the bylaws by the 
 Board of Directors of City of  Las Vegas Strong Start Academy Elementary, a Nevada 
 nonprofit corporation,  for the purpose of increasing the number of directors of the 
 corporation. Is there  somebody who'd like to make that motion? 
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 Jamie: This is Jamie Gonzalez. I moved to pass the resolution as written. Lorna: 

 Okay. Is there a second? 

 Dr. Bengochea: I'll second. Alain Bengochea, for the record. 

 Lorna: Okay. Thank you. All those in favor? 

 Together: Aye. 



 Lorna: All those opposed? Okay. So that motion passes and we will increase  our number of 
 directors on the Board of Directors and pending approval by the  city, which we look 
 forward to hearing the outcome of that, then we will  welcome all three of you to the board. 
 All right. Moving right along, item  number seven... 

 Dr. Bengochea: Six. 

 Lorna: Oh, sorry. Six. Yes. 

 Dr. Malich: Dr. Tammy Malich, for the record. I would just add, for  transparency then, it is 
 the city's intention that we will continue working with  Linda Verbon on our side, with 
 teacher training, preschool training, and student  prep, in more of a teacher role, because 
 Nicole Thompson is a licensed teacher,  and so we have the teacher role filled on the board. 

 Lorna: Oh, thank you for that, Dr. Malich. Linda, we're glad to see that you're  going to 
 continue in that work of your area of expertise. Thank you. 

 Dr. Malich: So she's not off the hook. 

 Lorna: No. She's still going to be working for us. Thank you. And looks... For  the record, 
 Lorna Cervantes, I apologize for skipping down one. We're on  number six, report on 
 removal procedures for the Board of Directors as  described in Bylaws Article number 3. 

 Jeff: Thank you, Madam Chair. Jeff Dorocak, assistant city attorney for city of  Las Vegas. As 
 you all might recall, we received this request at our first meeting  from Director Lazos, to 
 provide this information. And I've tried to put it  together as succinct as a possible one-page 
 handout on removal and vacancy  procedures. Obviously, Director Lazos isn't here but we'll 
 go ahead and quickly  do the report, put it on the record and she can ask individual questions 
 if she has 
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 any at a later time, plus it'll be in the minutes. So if you just follow along with  me on the 
 handouts, I tried to color-code where I would go with it. All right.  Sorry, here. Per the 
 bylaw, starting at the top, removal of directors is subject to  Chapter 82 of the Nevada 
 Revised Statutes. 

 So from there, we go to the next grouping down, which is Chapter 82, and then  specifically 
 number 3 because three says, "Except as otherwise provided in the  articles or bylaws, a 
 director appointed by public officials or other persons  specified in the articles or bylaws may 
 be removed with or without cause by a  written notice from the person or public official who 
 appointed the director  being removed, delivered to the chair of the board and the president 
 of the  corporations. Vacancy created may be filled by the public officer." So from  there, if 
 you continue going down to article 3, section 3, what I have  highlighted after that (b) 
 towards the bottom of the page, as you all know, you  were all recommended and appointed 



 per (b) by the City Council of Las Vegas.  Therefore, the public body recommends and 
 appoints you, the public body can  remove you with or without cause per NRS 82. 

 So that's essentially the route to getting to the answer to Dr. Lazos's question  from the first 
 meeting. In green, I highlighted a couple of notes from NRS 82  and the bylaws in terms of 
 vacancies, specifically, if there was a question about,  "Well, what if I wasn't forcibly 
 removed but I resigned? Who gets to fill my  spot?" As you'll see with the first green 
 highlight in NRS 82, it says, "Unless  otherwise provided in the articles or bylaws..." well, we 
 do provide for in the  bylaws at the bottom of the page with the green highlight, "for 
 vacancies  pursuant to article 3, section 15 of the bylaws, vacancies along with any newly 
 created directorships," which we talked about in the previous agenda item, "are  also to be 
 filled by the Las Vegas City Council." So bottom line is the Las  Vegas City Council will 
 recommend and appoint, and can remove, and can fill  vacancies and add members if they 
 increase the size. So that's the report and I  hope that was clear and concise. 

 Lorna: Are there any questions? 

 Jeff: Yeah, I'll take any question. Sorry. 

 Lorna: That's okay. Lorna Cervantes for the record. Are there any questions  about these 
 removal and vacancy procedures? Nope? Okay. 

 Jeff: Beautiful. 
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 Lorna: Hearing that, now we'll go ahead then to item 7. All right. Item number  7, discussion 
 for possible action to acquire directors and officers D&O,  insurance for the Board of 
 Directors and officers of City of Las Vegas, Strong  Start Academy School Inc, and to 
 authorize the president to select said  insurance and to execute any agreement properly 
 related there due to an initial  annual premium amount not to exceed $10,000. I know that 
 having... This was  a concern that was brought up at our last meeting because we know that 
 any  one of us as a member of the board, you know, maybe named if there is a  concern that 
 comes forward. So it's really just, I think, trying to paraphrase  what Sylvia said a little bit, 
 it's really to protect the members of the board. 

 And I can report that we looked at our original application, and there was a  quote in our 
 original application for an insurance company that would be very  comprehensive. It would 
 cover not only the D&O insurance as listed here, but it  also includes insurance on the 
 building, insurance on the property, and so on. I  also spoke earlier today with Gallagher 
 Insurance Company that has been used  by some other chartered schools. They work pretty 
 closely with the California  Charter School Authority in providing very comprehensive 
 insurance as well.  So nothing has been said, you know, basically in the place of asking for 
 quotes  right now, but knowing that this was coming, we had reached out to some other 
 charter authorities and then reviewed our application to see what was already  there. 



 Jeff: If I might, Madam Chair, Jeff Dorocak, assistant city attorney. What you  mentioned 
 there reminding me, why don't you go ahead and read item 8 as well,  and then you can do 
 two votes, one for item 7 and one for item 8, both dealing  with insurance? So go ahead and 
 read number 8 into the record. 

 Lorna: Sure. Agenda item number 8m discussion for possible action to acquire  commercial 
 general liability, professional liability, errors and omissions  coverage, employee benefits 
 liability, property, cybersecurity liability, workers  compensation, student accident, umbrella 
 liability, and sexual abuse or  molestation liability, insurance for city of Las Vegas Strong 
 Start Academy  Elementary Schools Inc., and to authorize the president to select the said 
 insurance and to execute any agreements properly related thereto, in total initial  annual 
 premium amounts, not to exceed $35,000. 

 Jeff: And then Madam Chair, if I might just add to what you were commenting  on. Again, 
 it's Jeff Dorocak for the record. Yeah. Number 8 talks about more of 
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 the general liability, the professional liability that you were hinting at, that was  in the initial 
 application. So with 7 and 8, if the board approves these items, it  will allow, similar to the 
 items last month, for new board counsel, Ms.  McCartney, and allow the staff to go and track 
 down insurance companies and then the president to execute the agreements if these items 
 are approved today.  So it'll kind of streamline getting these insurances taken care of. 

 Lorna: Thank you very much for that, Jeff, and... Lorna Cervantes for the  record. I did as we 
 were thinking through the insurance today, I do have one  question that would be helpful for 
 me to know the answer to when doing this  work, if it's approved. And that it is we know that 
 the city is going to be the  owner of the building for Strong Start Academy, and leasing that to 
 us. Will the  city be insuring the building or is that to be included in this insurance, the real 
 property itself? Or will that be included in this? And then therefore it would be  more like 
 Richard's policy if you will? 

 Jeff: Jeff Dorocak for the record. I would guess with 99% certainty, the city has  the building 
 insured, but now I'll defer to new corporation council, Ms.  McCartney here, I suspect you'll 
 want to get your own coverage for the same  type of things. 

 Colleen:  Yes.  Absolutely.  And  I  believe  that  the  Carter  school  contracts  we've  been  looking 
 at provide that the city is supposed to be an additional insured on  our policies as well. 

 Jeff: So we know what we're looking for, it sounds like, when looking at the  insurance. 

 Colleen: Right. 

 Lorna; Thank you. I just needed to confirm that. It's Lorna Cervantes for the  record. I wanted 
 to confirm that so I know exactly what to ask for as we're  doing this work. And workman's 



 comp, I see is already spelled out in here. One  of the things that we have been looking at 
 this... Well, I'll jump ahead on the  agenda. Nevermind. I apologize. But it was related to 
 workman's comp. So, any  discussion or questions from the group about item 7 or item 8 
 regarding  insurance? Whether it be the Directors and Officers insurance or the general 
 liability insurance? No questions? Is there a motion? 
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 Jeff: And we'll need a motion for each number, please. Seven and eight. So do  it one at a 
 time. 

 Lorna: I'm at number seven. 

 Colleen: So Colleen McCartney, board counsel. So you're making a motion to  authorize 
 the president to select the insurance and execute any agreements  relating to them. 

 Dr. Bengochea: Okay. So this is Alain Bengochea for the record. I'd like to  make...I'd 
 like to move for the president to select the insurance to move  forward, and to execute an 
 agreement regarding insurance. 

 Colleen: Yeah. 

 Dr. Bengochea: Yeah. 

 Lorna: Okay. Thank you. Is there a second to that? 

 Jamie: I second. Jamie Gonzalez. 

 Lorna: Okay. All those in favor? 

 Together: Aye. 

 Lorna:  All  those  opposed?  All  right,  thank  you.  I'll  work  on  that.  So,  similarly,  a  motion  for 
 item number 8 with the general liability insurance for the schools.  Is there a motion? 

 Dr. Bengochea: Same. 

 Jamie: Same. 

 Colleen: Colleen McCartney, board counsel. Yeah, same motion to acquire the  insurance 
 and for the president to be able to execute any agreements, in this  particular case, for the 
 amount not to exceed $35,000. 

 Dr. Bengochea. All right. So I'd like to move...this is Alain Bengochea for the  record, for the 
 president to acquire insurance that does not exceed $35,000, and  to execute any agreements 
 thereof. 



 Lorna: Okay. Is there a second to that motion? 

 Jamie: Jamie Gonzalez, I second. 
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 Lorna:  Okay.  Thank  you.  It's  been  moved  and  seconded  that  we  acquire  general  liability 
 insurance, not to exceed $35,000 that's written in item number 8. All in  favor? 

 Together: Aye. 

 Lorna: All those opposed? Sorry, I'm in favor. All right. That motion passes. So  I will 
 continue that work and look for, and get the quotes and the covers for us  as quickly as 
 possible. So we're moving right along to item number 9. This is a  discussion for possible 
 action to adopt the fiscal year, operating budget to be  submitted to the Nevada State Public 
 Charter Authority no later than April 15th,  2022. 

 Jeff: As Jeff Dorocak, assistant city attorney from Las Vegas for the record. I  don't believe 
 we actually have the operating budget ready for this meeting. 

 Lorna: That's all right. 

 Jeff: Okay. So yeah, a city staff that's assisting these nonprofits indicates we do  not. So you 
 can just proceed onto item 10. There will be no action on item 9. 

 Lorna: Okay. Thank you. All right. Item number 10. Report by officers on the  hiring of and 
 retainer agreements with Colleen McCartney, and Deanna  Forbush of Fox Rothschild LLP 
 as legal counsel, and Derrick DeBruyne,  CliftonLarsonAllen LLP, Certified Public 
 Accountants, who perform the  financial audit of city of Las Vegas Strong Star Academy 
 Elementary School  Inc, and also prepare 501(c)(3) applications for the IRS. So, this is 
 Lorna  Cervantes, and I can go ahead and report on that work to date. First of all, I  would 
 like to start by saying, you can see the information from Fox Rothschild  in your public 
 work, and by introducing formally our selected board council  Colleen McCartney. And if 
 you wouldn't mind just, like, to take a minute to  have you introduce yourself to the people. 

 Colleen: Sure. I'm Colleen McCartney, I work with Fox Rothschild LLP. We  are a national 
 firm with offices all across the country and a thousand attorneys.  But more importantly, I am 
 very excited to be here because I very much believe  in the mission of this charter school and 
 I'm thrilled to be able to provide my  services to help get it off the ground. 

 Lorna: Thank you so much for that, Colleen. And I just want to say that we are  very lucky 
 to have counsel at the level that we do to represent us in Law... Of 
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 course, we know that the city has their own set of work, and so I'm sure that  although 
 they've done a wonderful job to this point in getting us off the ground,  we thank you both so 



 much for the work you have done because indeed, we  were in good hands, continuing in 
 good hands, I should say. And I just also  wanna say that... Is it okay for me to say it's a 
 two-for-one offer? 

 Colleen: Yes. 

 Lorna: Colleen has... Also, Deanna Forbush, who is her colleague, and the two  of them have 
 agreed to work together on this work so that we're really getting  two lawyers for the price of 
 one in this work. And they are working at a greatly  reduced amount for us because they 
 believe in the work that we're doing. So,  thank you, both, so much. Are there any questions 
 or comments for Colleen  regarding the legal front? 

 Okay. Then I noticed it was on the table underneath your packet, but the master  services 
 agreement. I apologize that it wasn't in your packet until today, but I  just got the official last 
 copy today, but we have been able to secure the services  of Derrick DeBruyne at 
 CliftonLarsonAllen LLP. He is a certified public  accountant. This is a firm out of Minnesota 
 that they've done a lot of work and  they have a local office here in Las Vegas that will 
 provide local services right  here in Las Vegas. They are in the process right now of filing our 
 501501(c)(3)  for us. It should be completed, I was told, hopefully, by the end of this week. 
 And then their other job really comes about a year from now when they will  complete our 
 audit and take care of all of our tax services for us. But we knew  that it was very important to 
 get the 501(c)(3) filed because we have to have  that file in order to accept our grant funds 
 from Opportunity 180 that have been  promised to us in the amount of $750,000. So we 
 wanna make sure that that  was completed as quickly as possible and their contract has been 
 executed. Are  there questions about that? 

 All right. I think on this item, my job was just to report. So I think unless there  are any 
 questions, we're good to go on. All right. Next up, discussion for  possible action to retain 
 EdTec to assist with financial operations, including  budgeting, bookkeeping, accounts 
 payable, grant processing and payroll for  City of Las Vegas Strong Start Academy 
 Elementary schools, and to authorize  the president to execute any retainer agreement 
 properly related thereto in an  initial amount, not to exceed $60,000. You have in your 
 packets, a presentation  that EdTec created for us with regard to the services that they will be 
 offering. 
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 Their services are going to be instrumental to Miriam, our school principal  because they are 
 taking care of all of the back-office work. The stuff that gets  done that you never see in the 
 front of the school and people don't realize, like  the payroll, the teachers will be paid, the 
 staff will be paid, the bills will be paid  for the school. All of that work that takes place in the 
 back will be the work of  EdTec. With regard... would it be acceptable for me to go ahead and 
 just ask the  question [inaudible 00:27:31] question? 



 Colleen: Sure. With regards, yeah. 

 Lorna: So there were a couple of things we wanted to discuss, as Colleen  looked over the 
 agreement with EdTec for us, payment to be... There were a  few things in the agreement 
 with them we didn't give the whole agreement. I  just gave them the overall... 

 Colleen: Presentation. 

 Lorna: ...presentation. But one of the things that was in the contract as we were  renewing it 
 was payment due within 30 days from the date of invoice, and  interest of 1.5% or the highest 
 rate allowed by law, accrues thereafter. That was  one of the concerns that we had. And so I 
 wanted to as we're negotiating with  them, to see what your thoughts are as the board and any 
 discussion you'd like  me to take back to them. 

 Jamie: Jamie Gonzalez for the record. So I've had a bit of experience with these  groups. In 
 my past life, I've done tons of work with vendors who provided to  the organizations that I've 
 worked for. And that type of timeline on an interest  chart seems a bit excessive, from my 
 standpoint. 

 Lorna: Lorna Cervantes for the record. What do you feel would be an  appropriate 
 amount? 

 Jamie: I think... Well, I don't know about the percentage. I think that's  something that should, 
 can attribute to [inaudible 00:29:01]. It's Jamie Gonzalez  again, but I think the 30 days seems 
 too short of a timeline. I think 60 days from  my experience, again, working on the human 
 resources side, the human  resources that are 60 days seems to be a bit more of an industry 
 practice. 

 Lorna: Okay. Thank you for that, Jamie, because that is not my expertise. So I  appreciate 
 that. Is there other thoughts that anyone else would gimme on that  particular matter? 
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 Dr. Malich: Tammy Malich for the record, city of Las Vegas. I would just offer  in all of the 
 title trainings that we're attending that are required by the state  charter authority for any of 
 the grant's awards, they list five firms that you can  put in a dropdown, that you can select. 
 EdTec is one of the five. I don't know  that they support or promote it, but it's one of the five 
 that is established. I'll say  that. If it's not one of the five that's established, I just want the 
 board to know  there is a process, it appears, that the board would have to go through to get 
 SPCSA's approval, for lack of a better word, or acknowledgment to use another  vendor if 
 you're going to receive federal funds from SPCSA into your account.  Now, if you aren't, 
 then I would imagine you could go outside of that, but I just  throw that out there. I have no 
 acknowledge or experience with EdTec. 

 Lorna: Thank you for that. Lorna Cervantes for the record. Thank you for that,  Dr. Malich. I 



 can't tell you that the firms that we took a look at as we're doing  this work, that I was looking 
 at, this really is probably what we would like to go  with. It's just a matter of looking at the 
 contract. We reached out to several  other charter schools here and their name was one that 
 was brought up over and  over again. In fact, Derrick DeBruyne, who is going to be our CPA, 
 actually  commented on the fact that Kristen Deeds, the local person from EdTec, is one  of 
 the best people he's ever worked with. So I feel pretty confident in that  recommendation 
 from him as well as other schools. We just wanted to kind of  get down to some of the 
 negotiating points, I guess, before we would execute if  approved, this agreement with EdTec. 

 The other thing that they talked about was disputes and mediation, wanting to  go to several 
 levels of mediation and always staying in California. And I wrote  back to Mark Campos 
 from EdTec and told him we're working in Nevada, we  don't agree to that. If there is a need 
 for mediation, it's gotta take place in  Nevada. And you've got people working here. So I 
 haven't gotten that back yet,  but that's gonna be our stance on mediation with any of these 
 firms, I think, that  we're into that, unless the board has another feeling on that and says, "No, 
 it's  okay." Okay. Thank you. And then the last one is just a question. Several of  these EdTec 
 and several of the other groups, I know that T&TP will come later,  but they asked if they can 
 have the right to use our school name in marketing  materials. So I'd like to know what you 
 think about them using Strong Start  Academy, Elementary School as part of their marketing 
 materials for the  purpose of saying, "Hey, we work with this school. They love us. We're 
 great."  I'd like to have any discussion or thoughts about that. 
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 Jamie: This is Jamie Gonzalez for the record. Again, not knowing EdTec, my  professional 
 recommendation would be that we establish a relationship with  them and work with them 
 before we allow the brand to be associated with them,  so to make sure that there's a good 
 working relationship that they live up to with  all of their terms and conditions of the contract, 
 etc. So I wouldn't, you know,  sort of give them carte blanche right out of the gate from my 
 recommendation  [inaudible 00:33:22]. Whatever the appropriate amount of time is before we 
 started showing up in their collateral material. 

 Lorna: Lorna Cervantes for the record. What would you feel would be an  appropriate 
 amount of time? 

 Jamie: This is Jamie Gonzales, again, for the record. I don't have a personal 
 recommendation from my experience. I worked in my past life for the Jet  Propulsion 
 Laboratory and they did not want their name associated with any  vendor. Because we were 
 a government contractor. So, and I don't know if we  have other charter schools in the 
 district letting their name to companies like  EdTec, but it's... I don't have a 
 recommendation. 

 Lorna: Good. Alain and Linda? 



 Linda: Well, I think I agree with you, yes. Because I think you have to be  established first 
 and then once we find out what the company is like, then you  make that decision. 

 Lorna: Would you think like after working with them for a year, six months? Linda: I'm 

 sorry, but I couldn't give you a timeframe on it. 

 Jamie: I would say... This is Jamie Gonzalez again, for the record, just again.  My personal 
 preference would be I would work with them for one calendar year  to see how all of the 
 different dealings and interactions with them go and then  proceed from there. 

 Lorna: Okay. 

 Dr. Bengochea: I agree with that point. 

 Lorna: Okay. Thank you. 

 Dr. Malich: Dr. Tammy Malich for the record. The city does not have an  objection to the 
 board's decision or preference. I think it's a great idea that you 
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 guys are having this conversation and adopting a policy or at least putting that  language into 
 your contract. I don't think they will be alone in that. I would  remind you of two things. We 
 have reached out to multiple charter schools to  ask them, and like, who is your CPA? Who is 
 your liability insurance? But you  know, you can get that expertise. And I would also remind 
 you not to say favor  or oppose. I would also remind you that we're the first government 
 agency to do  the work on this side of the table. Being the larger urban city and the fifth 
 largest district. This is not...probably not the only firm that is going to wanna  attach the 
 name. So just be informed of that. 

 Lorna: Thank you for that, Tammy. And knowing that the city wouldn't object  is helpful, so 
 that if it becomes a sticking point we could say, you know, we can  at least know that that 
 wouldn't be a problem. And so I think in my opinion, that  would be helpful. And you're right, 
 we did reach out to several other of the  charter schools here who have a very good 
 relationship with them. But let me  take back and see what they have to say. Okay. We just 
 had a couple of other things that we wanted just to discuss as a group. And that is looking at 
 their  contract. The initial term would go from July 1st, looking at it as a two-year  contract. 
 So July 1st to June 2024. With many of these contracts, if you do a  two-year contract, you 
 get a little bit better rate on it than if you do just a one year contract, but I wanted to make 
 sure that that would be acceptable with all  of you that it's a two-year contract. 

 Are there any objections to that part? Okay. And I think those were all of the  discussion 
 points that we had at this time. I just wanted to make sure that I went  over those discussion 
 points with you before following up with EdTec and  seeing where to go from here. So, are 



 there any other questions about EdTec or  about this company that you'd like me to try to 
 answer at this time? Or is there a  member who would feel a director would feel comfortable 
 making a motion  that we could move forward with retaining EdTec as our financial 
 operations  firm? 

 Colleen: Colleen McCarty, board council. And the motion should also include  authorizing 
 you to execute the retainer agreement and the amount not to exceed  $60,000. 

 Lorna: Thank you. 
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 Dr. Bengochea: I moved to retain EdTec and to execute an agreement that does  not exceed 
 the amount of $60,000. 

 Lorna: Thank you. Is there a second to the motion? 

 Jamie: Jamie Gonzalez, I second. 

 Lorna: Thank you. It's been moved and seconded. All those in favor. Together: 

 Aye. 

 Lorna: Any opposed? All right. Thank you. So I will move forward with  executing the 
 agreement with EdTec. All right. Next is a discussion for possible  action to retain Graphica 
 as a marketing, communications and public relations  firm, to create a marketing plan and 
 communications plan for City of Las Vegas  Strong Start Academy Elementary Schools Inc, 
 and to authorize the president to  execute any retainer agreement properly related thereto in 
 an initial amount, not  to exceed $50,000. In your packet, you have actually two things from 
 Graphicka. The first is a presentation that they provided to us. It's a very  detailed 
 presentation that really goes over what they can offer, how their firm...  It's a very fairly 
 well-known firm within Las Vegas County and Clark County. 

 One of the things that you'll notice about this firm is that it's a bilingual firm,  and they 
 provide all of their services in both English and Spanish. They also  have very strong ties to 
 different groups within the Latino community... Sorry,  should I say Latinx community? And 
 here in Las Vegas and also many  marketing and media relations. Also near the back of the 
 packet, you'll see  some suggestions that were given... Never mind. I don't want us to go on to 
 number 13, so I won't move there. So I will tell you that, again, in order to look  at who would 
 be a proper marketing firm to use or marketing firm that we could  reach out to, we reached 
 out to other charter schools and charter school  directors here in Las Vegas and said, "Who do 
 you use?" And Graphicka's  name came up more than once. Also, Sylvia Lazos has a 
 connection with  Chris... 



 Dr. Bengochea: Roman. 

 Lorna: ...Roman. Thank you. Thank you, Alain, who used to work with Lindy  here in town 
 and who did then his own TV station, and has since moved on  from that. He has worked with 
 this Graphicka firm and gives it a very strong  recommendation as well. So one of the things 
 that we asked him for as you look 
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 at his pricing, we said, "What's a menu of things that you can provide to us?"  And they gave 
 us a menu of ideas. So don't worry, you know, you're looking at  this saying, $95,000, 
 $125,000. We know we don't have that much money. And  we also know that we're not going 
 to go out and start buying big media ads,  which is a big piece of what they've included in 
 their initial presentation with  us, but we know that that's not going to be feasible or 
 something that we're  going to do, but we just asked them, tell us what you would do in this 
 situation. 

 So any discussion, any thoughts, any concerns. One of the things and maybe  Tammy, you 
 or another member of your team would like to tell us a little bit here, I know that the city 
 is able to offer some of the services that Graphicka 
 can, so we know that we could have them work in partnership with the city as  well in 
 either, you know, city would use a logo or the backdrop or something  like that. So would 
 you or any of your team be able to speak to that a little bit? 

 Dr. Malich: Sure. Tammy Malich, City of Las Vegas for the record. Angela  Rose attended 
 the presentation, virtual presentations, representing the city and  gave a summary in writing 
 into those that were involved as well as myself. She  and I met before that presentation and 
 after, so that she could confirm from the  menu what the city can provide. So the city is 
 committed to providing support  from our TV studio, Channel 2, so we're able to film 
 professional production  materials that then they can use to push out. We are also having our 
 social  media and marketing team promote anything that comes to them market-ready,  can 
 be promoted as well. And it was actually, if you've seen the website,  Channel 2 did the 
 interview with myself and Miriam that is on the front page of  the website. So there's no... in 
 my humble opinion, unless you guys determine  otherwise, there's no need for you to spend 
 money on that. Any service the city  can provide, we can provide at cost. 

 Also, the director, the officers asked about our council people and?or mayor  doing 
 infomercials or positive promotional kinds of things. I did meet with the  mayor, she is all 
 in. I've also met with Councilman Knudsen and Councilman  Diaz, they're all in, so they're 
 are happy to provide those to lend to the  marketing firm as well. 

 Lorna: Wonderful. Thank you so much, Tammy. We appreciate that. So any  other questions 
 or comments from the board with regard to this? I was waiting  until after this meeting 
 tonight to reach back out to Graphicka, of course, 
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 because we had to have our approval here at the board and then we'll work with  them to 
 really execute exactly what we want from them as far as services go. 

 Dr. Malich: Angela Rose, did you have any comments with regard [inaudible  00:44:36]? 

 Angela:  [inaudible  00:44:40]  Graphicka  having  been  ambassadors  to  go  out  to  the 
 community.  Also,  like  that  marketing  department  effort,  and  seeing  as  it  is  in  our 
 department, we gave community [inaudible 00:44:53]. 

 Lorna: Thank you for that, Angela... 

 Angela: I took a $5,000 investment as part of that recommendation. Lorna: 

 Okay. Thank you, Angela. Jamie? 

 Jamie: Jamie Gonzales for the record. So just a question for clarification. So the  action that 
 we've got on the table is to move forward with Graphicka as the  vendor, not specifically what 
 they would be doing for us in terms of the duties  or the services that would be determined. So 
 in other words, they'll do the brand  in the City of Las Vegas social media or something like 
 that. It's just using them  as the vendor of choice right now. 

 Lorna: That's correct. It would be to secure Graphicka as our vendor of choice  for the 
 graphics and communication plan, and then have them working in  conjunction with the City 
 of Las Vegas marketing team. There're certain things  the City of Las Vegas cannot do, and 
 specifically put, they cannot do anything  with the website. So Graphicka, absolutely, that 
 would be one of their main  responsibilities, would be to create and keep our school website 
 for us in both  English and Spanish. And so, it would be really just to execute and then 
 define  what... it's similar to what we did just a few minutes ago with EdTec, would  really 
 just be to, once we get the approval to go ahead and then define exactly  what they're going 
 to do afterwards. 

 Jamie: Thank you. 

 Lorna: Did I state that one? Okay. All right. Any other questions or comments? 

 Dr. Malich: I would just add...Tammy Malich for the record, that the city  appreciates the 
 fact that the marketing firm is a bilingual firm and it's really  frustrating to us and my 
 team specifically, when we do marketing in Latinx  communities, in English with 
 Spanish to come, sending a message that you 
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 aren't really as important. And so I think having a firm that is able to do that,  not as an 
 afterthought, but on the front end is really important, as we're creating  an environment 



 where we're saying, "We want all kids and we want all families  to feel welcomed." How can 
 a family feel welcomed if you didn't even... if you  want a family engagement and you didn't 
 even provide it in their native  language? So... 

 Lorna: Thank you. This is Lorna Cervantes for the record. Thank you, Tammy.  That's why, 
 in my opinion, it was a priority a client firm that was a bilingual  firm because of our school 
 being a dual language school, because of the  students we will be serving, the community we 
 will serve. I really feel like it's  important. And then, I mean, just speaking of the compliance 
 with law, we  know that with regard to the law, we have to provide all parent communication 
 in the languages of the parents. That's federal law. So really by doing this, we're  not only 
 complying with the law but we're making our families feel welcome  and secure knowing that 
 we're here for them and that we will do our very best  to make sure that they're always 
 informed and to be part of their kids' education. 

 So, is there any other discussion or comment with regard to Graphicka at this  time? If not, 
 then I would love to hear a motion that we could retain Graphicka  as a marketing 
 communications and public relations firm to create a marketing  plan and communications 
 plan for City of Las Vegas Strong Start Academy  Elementary Schools, and authorize the 
 president to execute any retainer  agreement properly related thereto, in an initial amount not 
 to exceed $50,000. 

 Jamie: This is Jamie Gonzales for the record. I moved that we move forward  with 
 Graphicka as the marketing communications vendor. 

 Dr. Bengochea: And this is Alain Bengochea for the record and I second. Lorna: All 

 right. All those in favor? 

 Together: Aye. 

 Lorna: All those opposed? All right. Thank you so much. All right. Next,  discussion for 
 possible action to approve a school logo for City of Las Vegas  Strong Start Academy 
 Elementary Schools Inc. You'll notice what... When I  was first reaching out and Mary was 
 with me too, and others, Alain and Sylvia  helped us with this as well, as we decided on our 
 last meeting. When we  reached out to Graphicka, we said, "Here is the Strong Start 
 Academy 
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 Elementary School logo that has been presented on all of our paperwork so far.  This is the 
 logo that's being used by our pre-Ks, the one on the front of your  binders. It's been used by 
 our pre-Ks, but how do we make this an elementary  version of that same thing?" 

 So what they did is they gave us some ideas of how we might make that an  elementary idea. 
 And if you'll notice on this first logo, it's really an S, two SS  together for Strong Start. The 



 colors are the same colors that are used with  Strong Start Academy. So they're in line with 
 the colors that are being used  with Strong Start. So I'll give you a few minutes, just take a 
 look through  things. I don't have to explain the [Inaudible 00:50:37]. But I will explain one 
 to  you. I know. The next to the last page, when you see this one, when you see the  FF, Fuerte 
 is...the word Fuerte in Spanish is strength. So they put FF for Fuerte  Fuerte. 

 Dr. Bengochea: There'd be S in the middle, it's an [inaudible 00:51:01]. 

 Lorna: So I will just tell you that now, because Alain picked up... and I will tell  you, Alain 
 picked up on that before I did and before they said anything to us. So  I was like, "Of course, 
 that's what it is." So, really honestly, we would love to  hear from all of you as to any 
 preference you may have. One of the reasons that  it's important that we go ahead and make 
 this decision as a board is because we  need to have station, and we need to have, you know, 
 this logo to start being  held synonymous with our name. So I'd love to hear from any of you. 
 And I  would like to also know from the board, if you feel it would be appropriate to  hear 
 from our executive director, Miriam, on her preference for the logo. I think  it might be, but 
 I'd like to hear from you to see if you would be okay if we  opened it up to her and her 
 thoughts and suggestions. 

 Jamie: Sure. 

 Lorna: Okay. Any record which we could find from you [Inaudible 00:52:08]? Colleen: 

 Come on over so we can hear you. 

 Lorna: Yes. 

 Miriam: I haven't spoken in [inaudible 00:52:1]. 

 Colleen: Just make sure you state your name for the record. 
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 Miriam: Miriam Benitez for the record. The only thing is that by the time we  spoke with 
 Graphicka, we hadn't shared with them that we wanted the city  somehow incorporated. So 
 that's what it's missing, and I think we were waiting  for a revised one before we made any 
 decisions, because there's nothing of the  city in any of the options. 

 Lorna: And I did not get those yet, so... 

 Miriam: No, we haven't received those. 

 Lorna: Okay. So what we could do today is say, here are the top one or two  choices of the 
 board and then ask them, how would you incorporate the City of  Las Vegas into that, and 
 then have them bring it back to us. Also, if there were  any strong preferences for as a... Well, 
 I hope it's okay to ask this and you'll tell  me if it's not. A mascot, because in my 



 thought...here's my thought on this. I  really like the one with the... This is meant to be a 
 rocket ship, like a rocket is  going up, like, going up. But if we knew what a mascot was to, 
 like, a mascot  could be anywhere. That's my thought. But only my thought. 

 Jeff: And if I may interject. I'm sorry, Counsel. Jeff Dorocak, assistant city  attorney from 
 Las Vegas, to the executive director and you then, so what are  you looking for with the 
 city? What do you want the city board working on? 

 Lorna: We were told... Angela correct me if I'm wrong, that we needed to  include City of 
 Las Vegas in the name. And we did not initially say that. So it  could just be that, for 
 example, if you look at this logo where it says Strong  Start, it could just be a matter of 
 including CLV Strong Start Academy in the  logo, or it could here be City of Las Vegas 
 Strong Start Academy Elementary  School. But we were told that information from the city 
 is that they would like  City of Las Vegas or CLV to be included in the logo. 

 Jeff: So, Jeff Dorocak, again, for the record, and maybe this will help you going  forward and 
 also with this decision, and Tammy correct me if I'm wrong. The  fictitious name we have 
 registered is Strong Start Academy Elementary School.  So that was gonna be the name on 
 the building or name of the school. The kids  would know it as Strong Star Academy 
 Elementary School. The corporate name  CLV Strong Start Academy Elementary Schools Inc 
 is a nonprofit entity. So  you don't necessarily need to worry about CLV or any reference 
 because we're  avoiding it of City of Las Vegas entity, municipal organization. I wasn't sure if 
 you were thinking of something like city skyline or some type of graphic or just 
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 Las Vegas, Nevada, kind of indicating that. So that's why I was... As is, you  don't need 
 CLV. The name of the school can certainly just be...and we have it  as a fictitious name, 
 Strong Start Academy Elementary School. 

 Lorna: Okay. Thank you. When were thinking of the feedback we had been  given. 

 Jeff: Okay. 

 Dr. Malich: Tammy Malich, City of Las Vegas for the record. I also met with  the chief 
 community services officer and shared the logos. She also was  comfortable with leaving 
 the city name out but would be open to allowing the  school to use the city seal as a partner. 

 Lorna: Oh, no. Dmitri says no. 

 Dr. Malich: Okay. Strike that. 

 Lorna: Okay. Thank you, Tammy. So we could agree as the board, "Hey, let's  just move 
 forward and pick one of these that we really like," or we could say,  "Let's pick a couple of 
 these that we like and, say, include the CLV." So it's  really the desire of the board, it 
 sounds like, to me. 



 Dr. Malich: Here's Dimitri. 

 Lorna: Dimitri? 

 Dimitri: Dimitri Dalacas, city attorney for the record. There is a city ordinance  that 
 prohibits the use of our seal without City Council approval, and we  typically do not allow 
 our city seal to be used in a sort of advertising in  correlation with another logo that I'm 
 aware of. So the... 

 Dr. Malich: But could they use CLV Strong Start? 

 Dmitri: I think it goes back to Mr. Dorocak's state, where CLV was excluded  from the 
 DBA. So if you want to stay consistent with how you're identifying  yourself as the name 
 of the school and the DBA, CLV should be excluded  unless you want it for all of the DBA 
 included just to make it consistent with  what the DBA shows. And from a legal standpoint, 
 it looks like Graphicka is  the one that's gonna be working with you on creating the logo. I 
 would just  maybe state the obvious that you want to make sure that you receive all 
 copyright and trademark assignments, and rights to the logos. Sometimes that 
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 becomes an issue down the road where you have a graphics company create the,  logo with 
 you and they may consider it for hire or not. But being that they're an  independent contractor 
 that may be problematic, so you want to make sure you  have all the proper legal intellectual 
 property assignments of the logo. The same  also should hold true to your domain name. You 
 should own the rights to your  domain name of your website. 

 Lorna: Okay. So speaking of which the domain name, I think that was set up as  City of Las 
 Vegas Strong Start or CLV Strong Start Academy. So, do we need  to apply for a domain 
 name change based on the information you were just  given or do we do that? 

 Jeff: Well, we're not on the agenda for that, but I can quickly answer with, you  can have 
 both. I mean, you can have the domain name be that, I mean, it's not  gonna align perfectly 
 maybe with your branding here at the logo, but you'll fix  that another day. But yeah, I think 
 back, Chair where you were going with the 
 discussion, kind of get the feedback on the group on which logos they like, and  then if you 
 wanna tinker with, do you want CLV, will the kids want CLV, do  you wanna just add Las 
 Vegas Nevada underneath it for stationary purposes? I  mean, we're, you know, getting into 
 the detail work, but that's what this is  about. So yeah, it's this board's call. 

 Lorna: Thank you for that, Jeff. This is Lorna Cervantes. And I do think that on  our 
 letterhead, it will have our address, once we have it. So that will include Las  Vegas. 

 Alain: Right. 



 Lorna: Linda, you wanted to make a comment? 

 Linda:  Yes.  I  wanted  to  know,  is  there  any  way  that  they  would  be  able  to,  with  simplicity, 
 be  able  to  combine  these  two,  since  one  is  Spanish  and  the  other  one  is  English?  Could  they 
 combine it into one logo? 

 Dmitri: They're both... This is like... 

 Linda: This is like an S in the middle, so... 

 Dmitri: And two Fs. 

 Linda: Uh-huh. 
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 Dmitri: Yeah. So it's actually bilingual at this point. 

 Linda: So this one, I know. Oh, this is both? 

 Dmitri: Yeah. This is both. The S for Strong Start and the F for fuerte. 

 Lorna:  Yeah.  If  you  look  at  it,  it's  F,  and  here's  the  S,  so  it's  got  both  the  F  and  the  S  on  it 
 for  fuerte  and  Strong  Start  here.  And  I  think  that  was  meant  to  be...  tricky  around  this  turn. 
 I'm not sure if... 

 Dmitri: Yeah, there is an F. This is supposed to be an F outlying. Outside... Lorna: Yeah. 

 So it's supposed to be an F here. 

 Dmitri: Yeah. 

 Lorna: Like, here is the F and then you've got S here. Yeah. It's more obvious  on the block 
 letter than on that one, I think, too, to make it... That's how it was  explained by our graphic 
 artist. So that's not obvious to everybody we started 
 with, maybe that's not our favorite. If we had to go around and just after you've  had a 
 minute to look at 'em, maybe everyone could just tell us what's their  personal favorite and 
 we could preference and we could just, you know, say...  or start out with the obvious, we 
 hate this one. And that's okay too. 

 Colleen: Well, Colleen McCartney, board council. As you're doing that, just  please 
 describe what you're talking about for the record. 

 Lorna: Oh, thank you for that, Colleen. 

 Dr.  Bengochea:  So  this  is,  Alain  Bengochea  for  the  record.  My  preference  is  for  the  one  that 
 has  the  two  Fs  and  the  S  in  the  middle.  However,  I  do  like  the  other  images,  but  I'm  thinking 



 that we might have to revisit these if we do change our  milestones. Right. 

 Lorna: Which other images? 

 Dr. Bengochea: The ones that have the pencils as rocket ships. 

 Lorna: Okay. So, Alain said that he does like the one that... it's a square with the  two Fs that 
 are obvious and then the S in the middle or... 

 Dr. Bengochea: Or as the two with... 
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 Lorna: Or either the two with the pencil on. Linda, do you have any preference  or any 
 obvious that you, like, you really don't like that? 

 Linda: Well, I was just hoping that maybe because this is, like, a little artsier  than just a block 
 letter. And so if there was some way that they would be able to  get that with the F because 
 they're graphic artists, I'm not, I was just thinking of  getting those two someway combined 
 into still something very simple. 

 Lorna: Are you talking about the graphic on page 3? I think it is, that has the  circle, it says 
 Strong Start Academy, Elementary School with the kind of S  shape logo in the middle? Is 
 this the one that you were talking about that you.. 

 Linda: I guess that would be... I just thought if there was just the... That's only  my opinion, 
 that they would be able to someway take the Fs, but make them  more fit the same design 
 as they have in this instead of just block letters. 

 Lorna: Okay. 

 Linda: And that's... 

 Lorna: All right. Jamie? 

 Linda: But I will go with what you decide with the graphic artist, what they can  do. 

 Colleen: Well, Colleen McCartney, the board counsel. You don't have to decide  today. We 
 can take the discussion and put this on the agenda for the next  meeting if you wanna go back 
 to the graphic artist. 

 Lorna: And get more rendering? 

 Colleen: Yeah. 

 Lorna: Is that what you all would like us to do? I mean, if you would... 



 Jamie: This is Jamie Gonzalez. That's a fine idea. First I haven't seen anything  objectionable 
 with any of them, and that's... The flip side of that is there's not as  much a cycle in the FF. 
 There's not as much differentiation between them as  well for me to say, I like this one over 
 this one. The first few are sort of like  variations on a theme. So... And I'd be fine with any of 
 those we had before, but  if there's an opportunity to have them use their block creative 
 talents to have  them provide some additional offers, fantastic. 
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 Linda: But is there any way of... You were talking about possibly a mascot, to  determine 
 what the mascot is going to be as long as you're... So you can have it  come up in one of the 
 drawings. 

 Lorna: I know we said earlier tonight, that we need to have a mascot on the  agenda 
 tonight. 

 Colleen:  Yeah.  Colleen  McCartney,  board  counsel.  So  the  mascot's  not  on  the  agenda 
 tonight,  so  we  can't  really  discuss  that,  but  certainly,  it's  something  we  could  bring  back  for 
 the next meeting. 

 Lorna: So let me ask a question for that. As I'm going back to that, I've been  asking you... 
 So I want you to know, I gave him about two days to come up  with these logos. So, to say 
 that they came up with these in about two days and  showed this much work, it speaks to 
 their level of ability to put a team on the  work and get it done. So I can go back to them and 
 ask them, "Hey, take  another look, see if there's any way you can tweak this," you know, 
 based on  the discussion here tonight, and give us a few more examples. Would you like  me 
 to add some possible mascots and in here as well, and then we can include  in our next... or 
 shall we include in our next agenda or discussion for mascots  and then put that on? 

 Dr.: Malich: Dr. Tammy Malich, City of Las Vegas for the record. I would just  throw out 
 here that oftentimes when new schools open, they wait until they  have kids and allow the 
 kids to be part of that mascot selection process, just so  there's buy-in. That doesn't mean you 
 have to do it that way. Oftentimes, that's  before the school's open as well, there are interest 
 forms already, so maybe kids  could be involved, or parents, or... just throw that out there as 
 food for thought. 

 Lorna: Okay. Lorna Cervantes for the record. Thank you for that, Tammy, and  actually, 
 you're right about that, and everyone shook their head over here too.  And you are correct. 
 And even having a leadership team of teachers on campus  to help come up with that could be 
 helpful. The colors here, I think are in line  with what the city Strong Start Academy pre-Ks 
 have been. So it has been  recommended that that might be a good tie to help bring a tie 
 together, but that  can be a part of that maybe later discussion as well. So I think what I'm 
 hearing  you ask me to do, but let me repeat it, just is to go back to Graphicka, telling  them 



 we really liked a lot of what they came up with, but give them suggestions  about, could we 
 make the S and the F on this particular front page graphic 
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 maybe a little more obvious, that it's both the F and the S together, or make the  one with the 
 two Fs that's very block, less block. And maybe is there a way to  make the two of those 
 work together. So, or any other suggestion, and then we 
 will put this as an agenda item at our main meeting. Is that what I'm hearing  you ask? 

 Jamie: Yes. 

 Colleen: Yes. 

 Lorna: Okay. We will do that then. Thank you, everybody. 

 Woman 5: [inaudible 01:07:20] for the record. Is it okay if we add to it or...? Lorna: I'm 

 gonna send that to counsel. 

 Colleen: Yeah. So, we have a public commentary for Courtney and Andrew,  and so we 
 can address it then. Yeah. So we probably will. 

 Lorna: Perfect. Yes. Thank you for that, Colleen. All right. So let's move to  item number 14 
 at this time then. And item number 14 is the discussion for  possible action regarding the 
 lottery policy and further to acquire lottery  software for City of Las Vegas Strong Start 
 Academy Elementary School Inc,  and to authorize the president to execute any retainer 
 agreement properly  related thereto. So, one of the things we need to know is that 
 currently...excuse  me, our interest form is open for families to show interest in the school. I 
 think  as of yesterday, we had 75 students that... or parents that had shown an interest  in 
 school. Is that correct, Miriam? 

 Miriam:  Yes.  But  some  of  the  kids  were  repeated,  and  more  specifically  today,  we  looked  at 
 that and there's 56 kindergarteners, 7 first-graders, and I believe 9  second-graders. 

 Lorna: Thank you. 

 Dr. Malich: It's up to 83... Tammy Malich. It's up to 83 right now. As Miriam  said, there 
 are some repeats. 

 Lorna: Okay. Thank you for that update, Miriam. And one thing that's  important for us to 
 know is that as of May 9th, that open period will close. If we  have more than 60 kinder 
 students on our list, that will mean that we have to  have a lottery for those 60 seats that are 
 open in our kindergarten classes. And 
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 the same would be true then for first grade and then for the second, which is  why we need 



 to approve a lottery policy that will be put in place if that should  occur when that open 
 period comes. So do we... We don't have a copy of it? 

 Colleen: No. Colleen McCartney, board counsel. The lottery policy was not  included in the 
 backup. So I think in order to take meaningful action on that, we  should add that to our next 
 agenda. I hope we can [inaudible 01:09:41]. 

 Lorna: Okay. Thank you. We will do that. And Miriam, if you wouldn't mind  just 
 forwarding a copy of that to Amy, so we can make sure that the board has  that for our next 
 meeting? 

 Jeff:  If  I  might,  Madam  Chair,  Jeff  Dorocak,  city  attorney.  Well,  we  also  built  into  this  item 
 and  then  I'll  turn  to  the  executive  director  and  maybe  Dr.  Malich  as  well,  was  the  acquiring 
 of lottery software. I think that might be required by 
 the charter contract. I'm not exactly sure what lottery software is, probably  helps with the 
 lottery. So we might, at a minimum, need that approval with this  item so that the president 
 can go ahead and execute it so we can acquire that  software. 

 Dr. Malich: Tammy Malich for the record. It is my understanding that when  that 45-day 
 window closes, we have to be prepared to do the lottery. So we  need two things as 
 Attorney Dorocak mentioned duly. You will need the  software which randomizes the 
 selection process and keeps you legal, but the  second thing is since the backup was not 
 included for the lottery policy, if you  guys are not meeting again prior to that, you will 
 need the ability to... Well, I  guess I would turn to your counsel since the state charter 
 authority has  approved it, and they're the governing body, does this board even need to 
 approve it because really the state charter authority has already approved it?  The school 
 cannot deviate from that policy they've approved without the  SPCSA approving it. It's one 
 of those kinds of weird places. 

 Colleen: Yeah. Colleen McCartney, board counsel. Perhaps what we could do,  maybe to 
 chime in, we could do a written resolution. We could do that, couldn't  we? 

 Jeff: Yeah, we could do... Jeff Dorocak for the record. This is similar to the  bylaws item at 
 the start of the meeting. The question on the table, which would  be, we wanna have the 
 board's interaction, and involvement, and ratification, or  approval of items, and knowledge 
 of items, even if you're not the ultimate 
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 authority on it. So as Ms. McCartney said, we can kind of bring back a report  and just say 
 what the policy is that the charter authority has already approved,  discussion item just on the 
 policy saying, "Here's what we have in it. Is  everyone okay with it?" I mean, if you say no, 
 then we're gonna have to kind of  work with it and go back to the charter authority, so that 
 might not be much of  an option. But yeah, there's a lot of ways we can do it. We can do a 
 resolution  by the board approving, ratifying, supporting, however, we wanna phrase it. So  a 



 number of options, but is there a deadline on that, Dr. Malich? 

 Colleen: Yes, there is. 

 Dr. Malich: Yes. There is. When that 45 window closes on May 9th, we're  required 
 under the charter requirements to run the lottery. And this is... 

 Colleen: May 6th. 

 Dr. Malich: May 6th. Sorry. 

 Jeff: So what does the state charter authority need? They need us to have  software and do 
 they need us to have validated the policy that we already have  for that or...? 

 Dr. Malich: They already have the... The policies... It's one of their perfunctory  duties, not 
 ours, just like the charter contract. I mean, there are certain things  we'll bring to you, but we 
 know we, the city, or you, the governing board  doesn't really have a say in it. It's more a 
 function or a role of the state charter  authority. 

 Lorna: Lorna Cervantes for the record. One thing that we could do, I know that  Miriam 
 wrote the policy, probably has it almost memorized at this point. Would  it be okay or 
 acceptable for her just to basically give us an overview of what's  in that policy, and then we 
 could express any concern at this point? And  actually, she's got a copy of it that could be 
 forwarded electronically there. 

 Miriam: Yes, let's do that. 

 Colleen: Colleen McCartney, board counsel. If you could read it and you could  forward it, 
 we'll include it in the back of materials that we'll compile for  tomorrow. 

 Miriam: Yes, that would be fine. 
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 Colleen: Yep. Okay. 

 Miriam: So, the open enrollment will run from March 7th to May 6th, and it  states "For the 
 2022-2023 school year, SSAES will start with a K-2 program,  and according to Nevada 
 Law, the 45-day open enrollment period will be from  March 7th to May 6th. All incoming 
 students must complete an interest form,  which will be used for selection through a lottery 
 process. The interest form is  the first step in the registration process and all parents who are 
 interested in  having their child attend SSAES must follow this process to enter the lottery. 
 Please be aware of the following enrollment preferences. Siblings of current  students, 
 children of employees, or board members: these enrollment  preferences mean that siblings 
 of current students and children of employees or  board members will be accepted first 
 before other students. Additionally, there  is a home language survey that is an optional 



 questionnaire consisting of three  questions on the interest form. 

 These questions will help the school identify which incoming kindergarten  students are 
 potential English learners who may require assessment of their  English language 
 proficiency. Incoming first-grade and second-grade students  may submit WIDA scores to 
 potentially qualify for this additional weight.  Students confirmed as ELs prior to the Strong 
 Start Academy lottery will  qualify for an additional weight in the school lottery. The 
 weighted lottery is a  mechanism to provide increased opportunities for Spanish-speaking 
 students.  One of the basic principles of a 50-50 dual language program is a balance of  both 
 target languages. Since the dual language program at SSAES will be  taught in Spanish and 
 English, our goal is to have half the total classroom  enrolled with Spanish-dominant 
 speakers and half English-dominant speakers.  This balance creates a culture of language 
 and provides strong role models of  the native language in both English and Spanish 
 classrooms. 

 Additionally, the City of Las Vegas aims to support the communities within 2  miles of 
 SSAES, which are communities that have been traditionally and  significantly underserved 
 populations, with students attending 1-star and 2-star  schools. Therefore, a weighted lottery 
 will also be implemented for students  confirmed to have attended a 1-star or 2-star school. 
 These students will also  qualify for an additional weight in the school lottery. The weighted 
 lottery  distribution will award 3 tickets to EL students, 2 tickets to students whose  most 
 recent enrollment was in a 1-star or 2-star school, and all other students  will receive one 
 ticket. This weighted lottery will create additional 
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 opportunities for educationally disadvantaged students to be accepted to the  school and 
 contribute to the program's success. Weights are optional and  students and families are 
 not required to submit documentation to enter the  lottery with a traditional grade of one 
 point. 

 Lorna: Okay. So thank you for that Miriam. And one thing I will tell you all is  that I saw that 
 Amy already sent that to all of the board members as Miriam was  reading it, so you will have 
 the written copy in your backup as well. Lorna  Cervantes for the record. Are there any 
 questions about that lottery process,  since it was read? 

 Dr. Malich: Tammy Malich for the record. I would just offer to those that are  unaware. And 
 there are two reasons for which you can apply and be considered  for lottery for a charter 
 school in the State of Nevada. One is serving  economically disadvantaged for 
 underperforming school youth, the other is  bringing an innovative program that is meeting a 
 need that has been not met.  And so the premise of this school was approved based on serving 
 underperforming and underserved students, and so the lottery policy has to  address the issue 
 of, how can you ensure that you address enrollment through  your target population? And 
 that's where the charter governing board has their...  the SPCSA staff have their duty and 
 responsibility. They approved us under this  pretense, if this isn't in place, for example, then 



 they can come back to our final  enrollment and say, "You've got a problem, all your kids are 
 coming from an  area of town where economically, they're advantaged and all the schools or 
 4- star and 5-star schools." And they could disallow us opening with that  enrollment. So I 
 just wanna make sure everyone understands the reasoning  behind that policy. 

 It is also dependent... the $750,000 grand with Opportunity of 180 has some  very 
 specific rules around it, and they also approve this lottery policy, and  without their 
 approval, the board would have to forfeit the $750,000. 

 Lorna: Thank you. Lorna Cervantes for the record. And I will just say to that, I  think it's 
 imperative that our lottery policy includes the additional ticket for the  EL students. So we 
 have to make sure that we have that balance within the  classrooms, 50% Spanish speaking 
 students and 50% non-Spanish speaking  students in order for that 50-50 model to work the 
 way it's intended to work.  We've seen some schools in the school district before, they tried 
 to operate  within a 50-50 dual-language model, but the majority of the students spoke 
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 English and only a few spoke Spanish. And it just really is not as successful for  students and 
 it doesn't offer them the opportunity that we're looking to offer  students if you don't do that. 
 And that's why that 3 tickets was offered to EL  students, and then the 2 to students from 
 1-star and 2-star schools. So, Miriam  did reach out to me and confer with me when she was 
 writing the policy and  working through this, and I completely agree with the reasoning 
 behind the  weighting in this policy. So I would be supportive of ratifying the policy as is 
 written. Any other discussion or comments with regard to it? Okay. 

 So in order for our lottery, if it does have to take place, to be successful, Miriam  would also 
 need access to a lottery software, which I'm going to tell you, working through all of the 
 things with this startup, we have learned more and  more things that we did not know. And 
 one was that there's a lottery software  that you purchase. So she really just needs to have 
 access to that in order to  hold the lottery if necessary. So really what we're looking for 
 tonight, unless  there's further discussion, is just a motion for approval to ratify the lottery 
 policy as written and already approved by the charter authority and Opportunity  180, and to 
 add the opportunity to acquire lottery software for the City of Las  Vegas Strong Start 
 Academy Elementary Schools, and to authorize the  president to execute any retainer 
 agreement properly related to it. So is there a  motion on the floor tonight? 

 Dr.  Bengochea:  So,  this  is  Alain  Bengochea  for  the  record.  I  move  to  approve  the  law  of 
 policy and to acquire the lottery software, as well as to execute any  agreement thereof. 

 Lorna: Thank you. Is there a second? 

 Linda: I'll second it. Linda Verbon. 

 Lorna: Thank you. It's been moved and seconded. All those in favor? Together: 



 Aye. 

 Lorna: All those opposed? All right. Thank you. So that passes. All right. Item  number 15, to 
 be able to see the information for TNTP is the next in your  packet of backup tonight. And 
 this is a discussion for possible action to approve  the contract between TNTP and city of Las 
 Vegas Strong Start Academy  Elementary Schools, Incorporated, and to authorize the 
 president to execute that  agreement. This, as you may remember in our charter application, in 
 the 
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 academic services part, and you'll see it on page 41 in your binder of the revised  application 
 if any of you want to take a look there just to refresh your memory,  but really TNTP is 
 offering services of onboarding for teachers, as well as  making sure... Let me go back and 
 read it myself. 

 So it's the onboarding for teachers as well as coaching and supporting teachers  within the 
 classroom. They'll also provide professional development in the area  of PLCs, which are 
 Professional Learning Communities. It's where teachers  learn to work together and they 
 teach them the process of working together as a  team to make sure that they are planning the 
 best instruction for students. The  other thing that was included in this work with TNTP and 
 their scope of work  was to help the teachers to make sure that they are meeting the intent of 
 the  instructional standards for students. I know that sounds simple, but when you  read the 
 academic content standards for students, it's not always simple. And  oftentimes a teacher, 
 even as a professional thinks they're meeting that standard,  but what they're not doing 
 necessarily is meeting the rigor of the standard. So  that's part of the work that TNTP can do 
 as well. 

 I know that the agreement has been reviewed by Colleen, and she has given any  feedback 
 that she has had on it. Are there any items for discussion with regard  to the agreement or 
 anything that either Miriam or Colleen wanted to bring to  attention tonight? 

 Collee: Colleen McCartney, board counsel. I think the only thing on that one  was it also 
 wants to use Strong Start Academy in its marketing materials. 

 Lorna: Okay. So, I remembered that as part of the discussion that we had had.  So again, 
 there's that question of, how do we feel about them using us as their  marketing materials? I 
 can tell you... Lorna Cervantes for the record. Sorry  about that. I can tell you that Clark 
 County School District has worked with  TNTP for years, and I'm sure that they use Clark 
 County School District in their  materials, but I have seen some of their work firsthand over 
 the last few years,  and I know that it's a quality group and that they have provided quality 
 services  for schools here in Southern Nevada and throughout the state. So I can say that  for 
 them. But if the others of you say, "No, let's go back and tell them we  wanna wait here, as we 
 said," or if we wanna... You know, I'm open. So, what's  your discussion? 
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 Dr. Malich: Tammy Malich for the record. I would also just throw out, they  were included in 
 the charter school application as a supporting partner and they  wrote a letter and that was 
 submitted. That doesn't necessarily... We didn't  commit to them nor did they commit to use 
 the school, but we did list them as a  vendor that we would potentially be looking at 
 partnering with. So... 

 Lorna: So I think one of the questions is, is there any concerns with them  including that 
 clause in their agreement, that they can use us in their marketing,  and then secondly, do we 
 approve of the retainer agreement with TNTP? Am I  authorized, I guess, to execute? 

 Jamie: This is Jamie Gonzalez for the record. I guess the only thought or  question that comes 
 to my mind is that now this is the second vendor, for lack  of a better term, that is requesting 
 to use Strong Start. And one, we would say  wait here, and then the other one we've got 
 personal experience with, therefore  we'd be more comfortable. Does it suggest that we as a 
 board need to have  some guideline or something that we can then point to say, "No, it's 
 gonna be  straight six months or we're gonna wait a little bit of time more?" What helps us 
 make that decision as opposed to just gut feel? 

 Lorna: That's a great... Lorna Cervantes for the record. That's a great question.  And I could 
 go either way on it, so I would just really love to hear from all of  you and see what your 
 thoughts are. 

 Linda: I think it's good because you can't treat one with one thing, and the other  one, say no. 
 We both need to be in sync so that there's freedom to say. 

 Lorna: All right. Alain? 

 Dr. Bengochea: Alain Bengochea for the record. I guess one of the questions I  would have 
 is, and I know that they use up the data for research purposes. That  [inaudible 01:27:54] 
 intent and purposes. In my opinion, I don't see that as  problematic. So... 

 Lorna: So, that is a question, is they're using it for research purposes and  publishing 
 research and that's where they would be using the name. And then  EdTec, it's more 
 marketing. Is that where we draw the line between the two  things? 

 Jamie: This is Jamie Gonzalez for the record. Explain that a bit more. 
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 Dr. Bengochea: Yes, they tend to collect data and then publish those data  results 
 regarding the kind of work that they do and that they implement, and  publicize that 
 information on their website. 



 Linda: Do you know for a fact that that's what they're going to do? Dr. 

 Bengochea: Well, that I don't know. 

 Linda: Yes. 

 Lorna:  Lona  Cervantes.  Historically,  that's  what  we've  seen  them  do.  Did  they  state  in  their 
 agreements if there's any other reason that they would be using it,  that you know of? 

 Miriam: Miriam Benitez for the record. I just remember reading that. It said,  any time 
 that they would request student or teacher data, that we would be  required to give it to 
 them. So... 

 Dr. Malich: Tammy Malich for the record. Does it stipulate whether or not it  would be 
 identified or de-identified and whether they're... Because I would just  suggest to this body 
 that if you're going to consider giving anyone after X  number of years, access to data that is 
 identified, and because you're gonna  have such a small subgroup, it would be a good 
 argument to say, "We can  identify the second-grader who..." You know, what have you, you 
 think about  parent consent to protect yourselves. 

 Colleen: Yeah. Colleen McCartney board counsel. It's de-identified  information. 

 Dr. Malich: Okay. 

 Lorna: Thank you. I think... Lorna Cervantes for the record. I think that's an  important point 
 to be made, is that it is de-identified information to make sure  that we're not holding 
 ourselves up to a possibility of a certain violation. So,  that's important. And then the other 
 question is then, do we give them the right  to use our name in any marketing or other? I 
 think I can... I understand, and I  agree with the argument of being consistent between the 
 two firms, which is  part of the reason I asked the question on the earlier one. So let's do 
 this. What  if we looked at this in two ways, and one, is, can we agree to execute the 
 agreement with TNTP? That's one question. And the second question we have  to answer is, 
 do we want to give them the opportunity or do we wanna have a 
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 consistent policy of whether or not they can use our name? I think that  question's 
 come up twice. 

 Colleen: So, Colleen McCartney, board counsel. I think if we're gonna adopt  the policy, 
 we should probably put something in writing and vote on it at  another time. 

 Lorna: Okay. Thank you for that, Colleen. And if we do... So if we're going to  adopt the 
 policy then we... Can we approve this agreement and then come back  and adjust the 
 agreement later after we've adopted that policy? 



 Colleen: Colleen McCartney, board counsel. I think we can adopt the policy  based on the 
 feedback, but if you... Oh, sorry, adopt the contract based on the  feedback that you're 
 getting. If you wanna adopt sort of a global policy that  applies to all contracts, that's 
 something that we should write up and vote on  another time. 

 Lorna: Thank you. I appreciate that. Okay. So... 

 Dr. Malich: Tammy Malich for the record. Disagreement to City Council's  earlier 
 conversation around your graphics and the Graphicka logo. This  agreement on page 3, 
 which is pretty typical, gives them intellectual property  rights of all the work data, reports, 
 materials, etc., so they're keeper of the keys.  Which again, I'm sure most entities are gonna 
 put that in there, and yet they  want to use you guys and then they're going to give this data 
 as, Alain, you  mentioned to third party researchers, evaluators, and partners, and not saying 
 that's good or bad, just FYI. 

 Jeff: If I might jump in. Jeff Dorocak, assistant city attorney. Colleen, maybe,  you know, 
 or Tammy, with the draft agreement here, the city is a party to it?  How are we doing this? 

 Colleen: No, that's... Colleen McCartney, board counsel. That's one of the  adjustments 
 that we've already made to involve that. 

 Jeff: So we'll get a new deal written up? 

 Colleen: Correct. 

 Jeff: Okay. Yeah. 
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 Lorna: Yes. Lorna Cervantes. I will make sure, Colleen, that all of the  stipulations 
 that we put there are in place before... 

 Jeff: Yeah. And I was just thinking for the sake of you all being able to sign it,  Chair. That's 
 okay. 

 Lorna: Thank you. Yeah, that would be all right. 

 Colleen: Right. That's already... Yeah. Colleen McCartney, board counsel.  That's 
 already been identified and addressed. 

 Jeff: Cool. Thanks. 

 Lorna: Okay. Other discussion or other thoughts? Are we able to approve this 
 disagreement with the discussion points? 



 Jamie: So you're for... This is Jamie Gonzalez for the record. You're looking for  a motion to 
 approve the contract and authorize you to execute the agreement? 

 Lorna: Yes. 

 Jamie: This is Jamie Gonzalez, I move to approve the contract between TNTP  and CLV 
 Strong Start Academy, and give the president authorization to execute  said agreement. 

 Dr. Bengochea: This Alain Bengochea for the record, and I second. Lorna: Okay. 

 Thank you. So, moved and seconded. All those in favor? Together: Aye. 

 Lorna: All those opposed? Okay. Thank you very much. And once I receive  word from 
 Colleen, that all of the changes have been made, then I'll take care of  executing our contract. 
 Discussion... So, item 16 is very similar. It's with Dual  Language of New Mexico. This is a 
 discussion for possible action to approve a  contract between Dual Language Education of 
 New Mexico and City of Las  Vegas Strong Start Academy Elementary Schools, Inc, and to 
 authorize the  president to execute said agreement. We all agree that dual language education 
 in New Mexico is a strong company out of New Mexico. They will be  providing extensive 
 professional learning for our team on how to start with  literacy and how to engage in a 
 dual-language model within the school. There  will be coaching, hands-on work, there will 
 also be a level of work with the 
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 leadership team, and leadership in the school to make sure that all of the  structures of 
 the school are in line with a well-run dual language model. 

 They have years of experience in a dual language model and have worked  extensively 
 throughout New Mexico, as well as many other states, including  Hawaii, Nevada, other 
 states, Utah, in implementing this work. So, any  concerns that you have when you were 
 looking at the agreement that should be  brought to the board for discussion? 

 Colleen: Colleen McCartney, board counsel. I believe I provided a number of  things that we 
 should probably take back to Dual Language. Nothing I think  that is a deal-breaker in any 
 way, but this is a very thin agreement and there are  some additional items that really should 
 be in there. 

 Lorna: Okay. 

 Colleen: So I think you can, you know, vote to approve a contract with dual  language, but I 
 do believe we need to go back a little bit to the table with them  to beef this job up just a 
 little. 

 Lorna: Okay. Thank you very much. Any discussion, or concerns, or questions  from any of 



 the directors? 

 Dr. Bengochea: Yeah. This is Alain Bengochea for the record. I would like to  see the daily, 
 you know, lessons or topics that are covered in those 1-day  sessions or 2-day sessions 
 across the board. Yeah. 

 Lorna: Okay. And I could be wrong, but Miriam, is there any reason that if a  board member 
 wanted to attend or something like that, or even just have the  opportunity to visit for a short 
 time, one of the sessions, that they would not be  permitted to participate? 

 Miriam: I don't believe so. 

 Lorna: Okay. Perfect. One of the... I think, and correct me if I'm wrong, I think  when... prior 
 to adoption of the Strong Start application, Miriam and I worked  together on rewriting the 
 academic plan for this, and I think that they actually  have on their website, some outlines of 
 what those sessions include as well. So  that's also another place where you can find some of 
 that information if you  care to take a look at it. That is a great question. Anyone else? 
 Questions or  discussion? 
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 Jamie: Nope. 

 Lorna: All right. If there's no other discussion or questions, I'd be happy to have  a motion to 
 approve a contract or an agreement with Dual Language of New  Mexico upon approval of 
 our board counsel, then I would execute it if approved  here tonight. 

 Jamie: This is Jamie Gonzalez, I move that we approve a contract between Dual  Language 
 Education of New Mexico, and Strong Start Academy. 

 Linda: I'll second it. Linda Verbon. 

 Lorna: Okay. Thank you. And, Colleen, would you... 

 Colleen: Yeah. Colleen McCartney, board counsel. I think also we need to  ensure that we're 
 approving the authorization for you to execute the agreement. 

 Jamie: Jamie Gonzalez for the record. I move that we authorize our board  president to 
 execute the agreement between Dual Language Education of New  Mexico, and Strong Start 
 Academy. 

 Lorna: Thank you. And Linda do... 

 Linda: Yes. 

 Lorna: Okay. So it has been seconded to adopt a contract with Dual Language  Education of 
 New Mexico and to authorize the president to execute that  agreement once adopted. All 



 those in favor? 

 Together: Aye. 

 Lorna: All those opposed? All right. So, that passes. Thank you. All right,  moving to our 
 next item. This is a discussion for possible action to approve a  contract between Bambee as 
 the human resources manager and consultant, and  City of Las Vegas Strong Start Academy 
 Elementary School, Inc., and to  authorize the president to execute said agreement. So 
 Bambee was actually one  of the companies, the firms that was named in our original 
 application as a  human resources agency. And one of the questions that I was asking Miriam, 
 in  our [inaudible 01:37:47] as we were, you know, looking at different firms and  saying, 
 "What does each one do, and why do you need this firm if we have the  back office?" And 
 they do two very different things. 
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 So EdTec does the payroll, they do the payment side of things and take care of  the finances. 
 Bambee would be specific to our policies, writing a strong  handbook, making sure that 
 anything related to resources is executed properly.  Making sure that, say, there is a problem 
 with an employee and Miriam has to  do discipline on that employee, that we have followed 
 all the steps so that if we  should ever have to come to a place where there's discipline, or 
 even we have to  fire an employee, that all of the proper steps have been taken, so that, that is 
 strong and sound. So that's one of the types of services that's offered. Jamie? 

 Jamie: Yeah. Jamie Gonzalez for the record. So just on the flip side of that,  does Bambee 
 also serve as an employee advocate so that if there is some sort of  conflict or dispute, that 
 the employee has somebody to go to, to raise their  concern, help mediate their concern with 
 Miriam or whomever? 

 Lorna: Well, that's a great question because, you know, it's not one that I think I  asked as we 
 were talking through. And I know that they're definitely on the  employer's side, I'm not sure 
 that they offer the part of the employee, but what  they do offer on the employee side that I 
 know from the presentation and the  work we did with Bambee, is that they do offer training 
 to the employees on  what are the appropriate steps. But, you know, that's a great question 
 and I did  not think of it. 

 Jamie: Jamie Gonzalez, again, for the record. I think if you want to have a  vendor that's 
 providing comprehensive human resources support, it's gotta be  the two-way street, so 
 that's management and discipline, and employees have  support as well. 

 Lorna: Actually on page... 

 Marcia: This Marcia [inaudible 01:41:51] for the record. The value proposal is  in the final 
 contract. They have a full section for employee support. So they'll  be served as serving as a 



 first for [inaudible 01:42:02]. 

 Lorna: Yeah. Thank you for that Marcia. This is Lorna Cervantes. And actually,  I was just 
 looking also on page 8 under the HR pilot, and it's talking about  coaching that helps 
 employees with professional goals, understanding their HR  policies, responding to feedback. 
 So I had forgotten that part of it until we just  looked back through again. So I think it is 
 supporting both sides. Thank you for  that reminder. So we're holding the company 
 accountable. Also, the other thing  that I remember is as we were talking to Bambee, is the 
 fact that... Oh my gosh, 
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 my mind has just left me. What was I thinking about? No, but it was an  important thing that 
 she pointed out. Let me think about that a little bit. You  guys go ahead and... Yes, that's not 
 what I was thinking. They will handle the  employee benefits for us as well, making sure that 
 we have our health insurance  and those things taken care of appropriately and helping to 
 provide contracts,  employment contracts that will then be reviewed. 

 Colleen: Colleen McCartney, board counsel. I think one of the issues and  concerns we have 
 with Bambee is that we don't have a written agreement from  them, and we were going to 
 seek to request them. 

 Lorna: Yes. And I wanted to make sure that that's where we wanted to go  before I did 
 that. 

 Jamie: Jamie Gonzalez for the record. I just spoke to Tammy and others on this  question for 
 clarification. Why would we use a firm like Bambee, a third-party  vendor? Aren't there 
 human resources within the city that could provide this  type of support to Strong Start? 

 Dr. Malich: Tammy Malich for the record. The City of Las Vegas team did  meet with our 
 HR internal to ask if there were any services they could provide,  just like we did with the 
 marketing. Our director of human resources indicated  that they're not able to do that. And so 
 while we do have HR, they don't provide  it for the other nonprofits that we support, and so 
 they couldn't do it for the  school. 

 Lorna: Thank you for that question, Jamie. I think maybe the other place I was  going to go 
 with my thought earlier... Lorna Cervantes for the record, is that  they do the recruitment side 
 also for our staff. So they will help us with teacher  recruitment and staff recruitment... 

 Jamie: They do that? 

 Lorna: Yes. As well. 

 Jamie: Jamie Gonzalez for the record. So do other charter schools within the  district use 
 Bambee for service like this? 

 Lorna: I have not heard of them using Bambee.... heard from other charters. I  can't tell you 



 that Lucio did a lot of initial work on finding them as confirmed. 
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 So, Lucio, how did you find that information from Bambee if you don't mind  sharing it 
 real quick? 

 Lucio: Lucio Martinez for the record. So Angela Rose and I had to go through  different HR 
 platforms. This was one of the two that actually got back to us that  has some experience in 
 charter schools. I can't remember the name of the  second vendor that we contacted, but their 
 price didn't match our budget. So... 

 Lorna: Thank you. Okay. Any other discussion or questions? 

 Dr. Malich: Tammy Malich for the record. Lucio, correct me if I'm wrong.  Weren't they 
 also recommended to us by a nonprofit partner with Brothers and  Sisters, or was that a 
 different vendor? 

 Lucio: That was a different vendor. That was recommended for enterprise  [crosstalk 
 01:46:03]. 

 Dr. Malich: Okay. 

 Alain: Will they like to use our logo in their marketing? 

 Lorna: They do not say that. 

 Dr. Malich: These are like [inaudibe 01:46:12]? 

 Lorna: Yeah. One of the things that I did note too with Bambee is that  within...as I was 
 speaking to her, to Vanessa, like in EdTec, we do get a better  price if, let's say 2-year 
 agreement than a 1-year agreement. So I would hope  that if we could go ahead, you would 
 authorize us to execute 2-year agreement  with Bambee as well, if we did choose to go 
 forward, potentially. All right. Any  other discussion? And I will reach out to Vanessa 
 tomorrow and ask her for a  written agreement for colleagues' review if we approve it tonight. 

 Colleen: So we just need a motion. 

 Jamie: This is Jamie Gonzalez for the record. I move that we approve a contract  between... 
 moving forward with the proven contract between Bambee as a  human resources manager, 
 and CLV Strong Start Academy, and authorize our  president to execute the agreement. 

 Lorna: Thank you. 

 Dr. Bengochea: This is Alain Bengochea for the record. I second. 
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 Lorna: All right. Thank you. It's been moved and seconded. All those in favor? Together: 

 Aye. 

 Lorna: All those opposed? None oppose. So we will move forward with that. I  will request 
 a written contract tomorrow and get it as quickly as possible. Item  number 18, discussion 
 for possible action to accept up to $6 million in  American Rescue Plan Act Funds from the 
 City of Las Vegas subject to  subrecipient agreement with the city of Las Vegas, and further 
 authorizing the  president to execute the subrecipient agreement on behalf of city of Las 
 Vegas  Strong Start Academy on the two [inaudible 01:38:04]. 

 Jeff: Jeff Dorocak, assistant city attorney from the city of Las Vegas. I believe  in the backup 
 we have the application that YDSI, the Youth Development  Social Innovation Department, 
 Tammy's teamed together requesting $8 million  when you were granted $6 million from the 
 city from our American Rescue  Plan Act, our buck funds. So if Tammy wants to kind of 
 describe what was in  the application, but as you mentioned, Madam Chair, the item 
 ultimately will be  to approve the acceptance of the $6 million in the City Council granted, 
 and  then they will be a subrecipient agreement later that the board will authorize  you to 
 execute, and then the money would come out through... The subrecipient  agreement is 
 similar to the grant agreement this board approved in terms of  structure, approved last month 
 for getting money, just so that everything  specified in the agreement of what the money can 
 be used for. It's called a  subrecipient agreement because subrecipient is the... here, the 
 adjective used by  the ARPA act. So that's why it's called that, just for everyone's knowledge. 
 But  if Tammy wants to explain kind of what the money can be used for? 

 Dr. Malich: Sure. Thank you. Tammy Malich, City of Las Vegas for the record.  First thing I 
 would point out, it says up to $6 million. As Jeff... Attorney  Dorocak mentioned, we 
 requested $8 million, we got $6 million. The up to  refers to, we're in negotiations right now 
 on a final building and may need to  utilize some of those funds as we received additional 
 funding outside of this  money for a building. But it looks like we may have to spend a little 
 bit more to  get the building. But that $6 million was really meant to augment the gap 
 between the per-pupil funding in the State of Nevada and what city of Las  Vegas, our council 
 and our mayor felt was appropriate funding required to  adequately educate a student. And so 
 our estimation was that we need far more  funds to educate a student adequately and that the 
 $5,000 per pupil, as it was 
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 when this was submitted, is now up to roughly $7,600 per student with some  different 
 title funds, is less than babysitters make. 

 And so we really wrote it to be able to address that gap in funding. We did the  startup money 
 to address startup, but this is really meant to augment teacher  salary, equipment and material 
 needs to be able to serve the kiddos and educate  them. As Attorney Dorocak mentioned, 



 there are paperwork requirements and  there are timelines because these are federal 
 flow-through from the city. It is a  direct appropriation to us. Our buck comes with, like all 
 federal money, some  requirements. The first and most important one is the subrecipient 
 agreement,  and the second one is the timing. These dollars sunset in the fiscal year 2024, 
 unless they are encumbered. So transferring them, should you agree to accept  them, heavy 
 asterix, that if the ones they are encumbered to the Strong Start  Academy, then you would 
 actually have through the end of fiscal year '25 to  fiscal year '26... Thank you. Through fiscal 
 year '26 to actually expend them. At  the end of fiscal year '26, you would have to be able to 
 show those funds within  your account and account for them. If any of those funds are not 
 used by the  end of 2026, then those funds would be swept and we would have to send those 
 dollars back. 

 Lorna: Okay. Thank you for that. Any questions about these funds? Any  discussion? Then I 
 would love to have a motion to accept up to $6 million in  ARPA funds for the city of Las 
 Vegas, subject to the subrecipient agreement as  stated in item number 18, and to authorize 
 the president to execute the  subrecipient agreement on behalf of the Strong Start City of Las 
 Vegas Strong  Start Academy Elementary School. 

 Dr.  Bengochea:  Okay.  Alain  Bengochea  for  the  record.  I  move  to  accept  the  $6  million 
 ARPA  funds  from  the  City  of  Las  Vegas,  and  to  authorize  the  president  to  execute  the 
 subrecipient agreement. 

 Lorna: Thank you, sir. A second? 

 Linda: Linda Verbon, I second. 

 Lorna: Thank you. All those in favor? 

 Together: Aye. 

 Lorna: All those opposed? Okay. Thank you. And we greatly appreciate the  work you did on 
 behalf of the school to bring that extra funding to the school. It 
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 will make a big difference and you're correct about the need for the additional  funding in 
 order to fund education as it should be. So thank you very much, Dr.  Malich, and the City of 
 Las Vegas. Now we move on to item number 19.  Discussion for possible action to hire an 
 office manager for City of Las Vegas  Strong Start Academy Elementary School Inc, and to 
 authorize the executive  director to select said office manager's salary, not to exceed $55,000 
 plus  benefits. So at this point, If there's any discussion, fine, otherwise I would be  happy 
 just to hear a motion to authorize Miriam, the executive director, to  select and hire an office 
 manager. She's in great need of help. 

 Jamie: This is Jamie Gonzalez. I move that we authorize the executive director  of Strong 
 Start Academy to hire an office manager. 



 Lorna: Okay. Is there a second? 

 Dr. Bengochea: 

 Alain Bengochea, I second. 

 Lorna: All those in agreement? 

 Together: Aye. 

 Lorna: All those opposed? Thank you very much. So, Miriam, you have the  authorization to 
 hire an office manager and execute work with her. So, item  number 20. Discussion of 
 possible action to purchase recording devices and to  contract with a transcription service for 
 the purposes of keeping minutes of all  public meetings. So, as we all may remember, the city 
 has been very kind at  offering us the lend of their recording devices and equipment so far for 
 our  meetings, but we need to purchase a set that can be used from here on out, and  then also 
 contract... there is a service that has been recommended to us that  basically takes those 
 recordings and transcribes them. So that would assist,  Alain, our secretary, in making sure 
 that he can review those minutes quickly  and make sure that they are out to all of us in time 
 for our reviews to prepare for  them. So, any discussion on this item? Or I would also take a 
 motion if you feel  like you're comfortable with moving forward with it. 

 Jamie: Jamie Gonzales, I move that we take action to purchase recording  devices and 
 contract with a transcription service. 

 Dr. Bengochea: Alain Bengochea, I second. 
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 Lorna: All right. All those in favor? 

 Together: Aye. 

 Lorna: All those opposed? All right. Very good. All right. Item 21. Report by  officers on 
 the opening of the bank account with Bank of America and  discussion to pass it for urgent, 
 to ratify signatory authority on said account. I  can say that our treasurer, Dr. Lazos, 
 myself, and Miriam, were able to go  together to Bank of America. We opened an account. 
 It is a business-level  account that is... And we have received... Oh, did we receive checks 
 yet? 

 Miriam: Yes. 

 Lorna:  Okay.  Excellent.  So  we  received  the  checks.  We  opted,  at  the  time,  not  to  take  any 
 debit  cards  because  debit  cards  have  a  person's  name  on  it,  and  we  thought  it  might  be 
 fiscally  sound  to  have  checks  or  to  do  electronic  payments  rather  than  to  have  debit  cards. 
 And if the board disagrees with us, then we can 



 always go back and ask for authorization of debit cards later. But we thought it  might be 
 prudent to not do that at this time. So we need to ratify signatory  authority on this account. 
 And by that, we mean we ratify having Mariam,  myself, and Sylvia as the signatories? 

 Miriam: Correct. 

 Okay. So that's where we are right now. So anybody who have a question about  the account 
 opening or would like to move that we ratify the three signatories  on this account, knowing 
 that it always takes two signatures on any written  check. 

 Lucio: Lucio Martinez, City of Las Vegas for the record. I have a question  regarding the 
 authorities' signatures [inaudible 01:58:12] to the bank. Do you  want us to give the board the 
 itinerary to discuss the agenda for the next  meeting to see how many signatures are needed, 
 any [inaudible 01:58:23]? So I  just wanted to ask that, probably be down to the treasurer or 
 executive director,  and it might prove valuable to have three signatures as they got some 
 internal  controls for the board when it comes to those [inaudible 01:58:29]. 

 Lorna: Thank you for that, Lucio. And I know that some of those policies is  part of the 
 work that EdTec normally does with school counsel, so that should  be one of the first 
 things that we would ask them to assist us through to make  sure we're executing their 
 contract with them. So thank you. 
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 Dr. Malich: Tammy Malich for the record, City of Las Vegas. At some point,  when you 
 finalize with EdTec, maybe we can get our finance expert and EdTec  in your board of 
 directors, at least your officers together in a Zoom call or  something. The city because we're 
 putting public funds into this endeavor. The  city will also have some controls in place, and 
 they will have to do some  auditing and reporting of the accounts as well. And so we wanna 
 make sure that  you guys are fully aware of what they'll need and their expectations so that 
 everybody's advised early on. 

 Lorna: Thank you. And I think when we set that meeting we should make sure  that Colleen 
 is part of that meeting so that she can make sure... first off, we  make sure she's aware and 
 that also she can advise us on moving forward as  well. 

 Lucio: Lucio Martinez for the record. [inaudible 01:59:54] to set up the Zoom  meeting for 
 next week. Perfect. We'll forward that. 

 Colleen: Yes, please. Thank you. Colleen McCartney 

 for the record. 

 Lorna:  Thank  you.  All  right.  With  that  in  mind,  and  those  questions  answered,  is  there  a 
 motion  on  the  floor  to  gratify  the  signatory  authority  on  this  account  with  Bank  of 
 America? 



 Dr. Bengochea: Alain Bengochea for the record. I move to ratify the signatory  authority for 
 the Bank of America account. 

 Lorna: Thank you. 

 Jamie: Jamie Gonzalez for the record. I second it. 

 Lorna: All right. All those in favor? 

 Together: Aye. 

 Lorna: All those opposed? All right. Yeah. So they're ratified. All right.  Number 22. A 
 discussion for possible action regarding enrollment interests,  recruitment of teachers, 
 and other operational aspects of City of Las Vegas  Strong Start Academy Elementary 
 School Incorporated. 
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 Jeff: Jeff Dorocak, assistant city attorney for the record. I think I may have  written this item. I 
 was putting it in kind of as a catch-all, if anyone had any  comments on those items or if there 
 was any discussion with Dr. Malich, but we  may have discused this already with the lottery 
 policy earlier. So there might  not be anything on enrollment interest, because you mentioned 
 the numbers. I  dunno if there's anything on the teacher's update. 

 Dr. Malich: The enrollment numbers and the teacher recruitment is more, to my  opinion, is 
 although the city is on the charter contract or operation decisions for  the executive director. 
 And I know that as my team gets information, the  resumes, we're forwarding those to 
 Miriam. Miriam also has access to see the  interest forms along with my team. So we're 
 monitoring in addition to and we  will help with that outreach, but Miriam is really owning 
 all of this and doing  great job with it. 

 Lorna: Thank you. And I know that Miriam, you said as well, as far as  enrollment goes, that 
 you are starting to lead some events where you're going  out into the public and setting a 
 table, talking to people. Is that correct, or is that  something you're scheduling soon? 

 Miriam: We're trying to... While we were waiting for our bank account so that  we could 
 purchase, like, a banner so we look official, and we don't just show up  like [crosstalk 
 2:02:25] so people think we're weirdos. So we're trying to get all  of the swag ready before 
 we go out and take any events. 

 Lorna: But you're in the process of doing that? 

 Miriam: Yes. 



 Lorna: Okay. Thank you. And Lorna Cervantes again for the record. And  Miriam, any 
 updates you can give on recruiting teachers, how many positions  do we have, how many 
 teachers have you been able to hire, or where do you  have any vacancies at this point? 

 Miriam: So Miriam Benitez for the record. What we have so far, we are  scheduled to open 
 with nine classroom teachers. Three in kindergarten, three in  first grade, three in second 
 grade. Thus far, we have interest for two classrooms  at each grade level, so six teachers. 
 And we have been working with Colleen to  get an intent form because we're trying to... the 
 teachers are getting a little bit  antsy, we can't really wait till we get the HR firm on board 
 and get settled 
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 because the school will be open by then, and the teachers that we've talked to,  obviously, 
 they want some form of commitment from our end. So we do have  an intent form, and we've 
 been looking at salaries trying to calculate that based  on the 5% increase, and the additional 
 minutes that a teacher is gonna be  expected to work, because at CCSD, it's a 7-hour, 
 11-minute contract and we're  expecting them to work 8hours. So we're accounting for all of 
 those differences  and trying to figure out fair compensation, and then introduce the intent 
 letter. 

 Lorna: All right. Thank you for that. And the teachers that you're speaking of  are teachers 
 who are currently teaching in CCSD, who either she or I have  previously worked with. We 
 know that they're high-quality teachers that have  agreed to come over and work for us. 

 Miriam: And for the record, Miriam Benitez, we are trying to hire all of the  teachers that 
 may be bilingual because obviously, anytime we have someone  that's out, even if it would 
 be the English side, we want to try not to disrupt  instruction and make sure as many staff 
 speak Spanish as well so that the kids,  the day or the afternoon that they're scheduled to 
 learn in Spanish, that doesn't  get interrupted. 

 Lorna: Thank you for that update, Miriam, and Tammy for your update as well.  Are there 
 any questions for either of them from any of the other directors? All  right. 

 Dr. Malich: Tammy Malich for the record. I will just add, again, this is one of  those kind 
 of odd areas where some of the things in the charter, like the  extended day, the school was 
 approved based on some of these structural  things. So the only way to change those would 
 be to go back to the charter  board. So I'm not saying you have no authority in those areas, 
 but it would  require you to go back to the charter board, governing board, not just SPCSA 
 staff, and get the governing board of the SPCSA's approval to change the  structural model 
 of the school. 

 Lorna: Okay. Thank you, Tam. All right. If there are no other questions for  Miriam or 
 Tammy at this point, I think we could move on to item number 23.  And that's a discussion 



 regarding topics for future agenda items by the board of  directors. So, I noted a couple of 
 things as we were moving to the agenda  tonight. One is that we need to bring back an item 
 next month, on our logo. And  what we'll do is we'll try to get that out to you ahead of time so 
 you can see 
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 possible  logos  that  have  been  brought  forward,  and  that  way,  we  can  have  a  discussion 
 where  we've  seen  them  ahead  of  time  and  you've  had  a  minute  to  look  at  them.  Oh,  the 
 other  one,  we  do  not  need  to  bring  back  in  because  we  took  care  of  it  tonight,  that  was  the 
 lottery policy. Are there other areas that we 
 need to bring back next week that came up or that any of the directors have,  Alain? 

 Dr. Bengochea: Yes. Fingerprinting. 

 Lorna: Oh, fingerprinting policy. Thank you. 

 Dr. Bengochea: Yes. 

 Colleen:  Yeah.  Colleen  McCartney,  board  counsel.  I've  got  on  my  list  a  conflict  of  interest 
 policy  for  next  time,  criminal  background  check,  fingerprint  policy.  I  think  we  should 
 probably add an agenda item just to check on the sort of status 
 of the pre-opening checklist at that point, even if it's just for a report at that  time, and any 
 update. Also probably a report on the financial operations, getting  those pieces into place. 

 Lorna: Yes. In fact, I think with the financial piece, it would be good since we  didn't have it 
 tonight, if we could have kind of a report on the preliminary  budget, that would be nice just 
 so that we... even if it's just a really basic  PowerPoint overview of, you know, here's what we 
 have set aside for personnel  costs and so on, just like the major buckets, but I think that 
 would be helpful. 

 Colleen: Additionally, Colleen McCartney again for the record, we need to look  at the ethics 
 authorization form and getting all the board members to sign that  and get that submitted as 
 well. So I'll add that as well for the next meeting. Did  you wanna talk about a mascot or 
 narrow down a mascot, or do you wanna  leave that until the school year starts? 

 Lorna: I think based on the discussion tonight, my thought was maybe we are  best to leave 
 that for when we have students in school, let the students decide  on that, or at least have 
 some input from the parents... the parents and students  have more input on that, but that's 
 just kind of what I've picked up tonight. But  I'd love to hear if others of you agree with that 
 or feel differently. This is Lorna  for the record. 

 Jamie: I agree with that. 
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 Lorna: Okay. All right. It looks like we're in agreement to go ahead and hold off  on the 
 mascot discussion until school is open and we've given input to the  students and parents. 

 Dr. Malich: Tammy Malich for the record. There was a conversation about  creating a 
 formal and approving a formal policy about the use of the school by  vendors. That 
 affiliation... 

 Lorna: Variation. Right. Variation. Yes. 

 Dr. Malich: Yeah. 

 Lorna: Thank you for that reminder, Tammy. Lorna Cervantes for the record.  Do you think 
 we may possibly have an update on facilities by our next  meeting? 

 Dr. Malich: I do think so. 

 Lorna: Okay. 

 Dr. Malich: That's a good one. Yes. To put on, because again, a reminder...  Tammy 
 Malich 

 for the record, by your next meeting, we are going to have to let the charter  board know if 
 we are deviating from our original plan. Our original plan,  remember, called for three 
 incubation sites, Ursula [SP] Alta, Ursula Lorenzi,  and Ursula Wardelle. If we deviate from 
 that at all, we have to go back and get  their official approval. So it's good to have that 
 agenda so then we can take it  back to them. 

 Lorna: Thank you. 

 Jeff: And this might also be a good agenda item right now, Jeff Dorocak,  assistant city 
 attorney for the record, to select the date. Are you planning on...  Was the group planning on 
 the first Tuesday of every month, or what was the...  Did we discuss that last time? We kind 
 of just ended up with the first Tuesday  for April, I wasn't sure. 

 Lorna: We kind of just ended up making a month from the date of the last  meeting. So 
 does that work typically for board members, is to do the first  Tuesday of the month at 
 4:00 PM? 
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 Jamie: Yes. 

 Lorna: Okay. I think it does. So if we could just... That would make our next  meeting on 
 May the 2nd. 

 Jeff: It's third. May 3rd. 



 Lorna: Sorry. Third. I looked at Monday instead of Tuesday. I apologize. May  the 3rd at 
 4:00 PM. And is it possible for us to continue our meeting here until  we know we have our 
 own site? Okay. We know that this was chosen as a  central location. So, okay. 

 Miriam: It might also be helpful to have an update on the website in the next  meeting as 
 well. 

 Lorna: Yes. That would be helpful. 

 Dr. Malich: And then I don't know if we need to do anything... By then we'll  have the 
 final approval of City Council on the 3 new board members. 

 Lorna: Yes. So we probably need to have, maybe like one of our first items be  to introduce 
 or welcome the new board members. And also, Miriam, remind  me... This is Lorna 
 Cervantes for the record. We'll probably need to have a  school calendar. I just ratified our 
 school calendar for next year. I know that in  our application we said we'll probably follow 
 the CCSD calendar, but we need  to just make sure that we bring that forward and try to 
 think anything else  [crosstalk 02:12:06]. 

 Dr. Malich: Tammy Malich 

 for the record. That might be part... Isn't that part of the opening checklist? Isn't  that one of... 

 Lorna: Oh yes. So we can follow it on the checklist. 

 Dr. Malich: One of the 300 things. 

 Lorna: And Miriam, if you wouldn't mind, also, and maybe as part of that  opening 
 checklist, is the location meal reimbursement and how other schools  are doing their meal 
 reimbursement and their school lunches. I know that we  originally in our applications said 
 we would maybe contract through CCSD  Food Services for our lunches and breakfast. 
 That was in the operations part, 
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 but if you could just take a look back at that and just report that on the same  agenda 
 item, I think would be helpful. 

 Dr. Malich: And at the time of the application, Tammy Malich, we did reach  out to David 
 Wines, director of CCSD Food Services, first to ascertain whether  or not they would be able 
 and willing to support the school, and they did. That's  where that information came from, so 
 they're at least an option for you. I think  your final location will also determine that, like, 
 what kind of kitchen facility  do you have? Do you need prepackaged food coming in, do you 
 have  commercial ovens? There are some rules, I'm sure about that kind of thing. 

 Lorna: Yeah. And there's also... Lorna Cervantes for the record. I know that  once we 



 determine that, then there's also the... I don't know what the permitting  is on it so that's... I 
 have no idea, but I know that the same people who go out  and inspect the restaurants and 
 things like that inspect school kitchens, in South  Nevada, they do... 

 Dr. Malich: Yeah. So yeah, Southern Nevada. 

 Lorna:  So  Southern  Nevada  Health  District.  There  we  go.  Sorry.  It's  getting  late,  I'm  not 
 thinking  straight.  Okay.  So  it  looks  like  we've  got  already  a  full  agenda  for  our  next 
 meeting. Well, that was fast. 

 Colleen: Are we ready to move on to public comment? 

 Lorna: Yes, I think we are. 

 Colleen: All right. Thank you for being patient. 

 Woman: Sure. Dr. [Inaudible 02:14:28] Moore for the record. In regards Item  12, just to 
 discuss and to make sure that the board is intentional as you work  with it, looking at the 
 sample, the website, considering the affirmations  [inaudible 02:14:51], I mean, we 
 shouldn't make the same motivation. We  should be coordinating this as well as we do 
 [inaudible 02:15:03]. Be students  are not brown and new parents, so let's make sure that 
 we're intentional about  that just as we're about [inaudible 02:15:20]. 

 Lorna: Yes. Excellent point. Thank you so much. Oh, sorry. I don't think we're  supposed to 
 comment. Thank you, Dr. Moore, for that comment. And actually, I  think that was part of the 
 discussion we had with Graphicka, but I did  intentionally state that today. So thank you for 
 that reminder. 
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 Dr. Malich: Tammy Malich for the record. I would just offer, the city team is  willing to go to 
 Hawaii and look at the the program from the New Mexico  School. If you guys need us to, we 
 will. As tough as it will be, we will, but  [inaudible 02:16:00] aside, thank you. I just wanna 
 publicly say thank you to  the board for hiring Miriam, because she is a godsend to this 
 process. The city  had to do this single-handedly until you all came on board. And Miriam 
 has... I  mean, Miriam and Lorna, with the rewrite, you're invaluable, but Miriam now  on the 
 day-to-day aren't sitting. You hired her... Remember when you guys  hired her, we hired her 
 for that gap. Without her, in fact, I may have told my  team today that if I ever walk into city 
 hall and drop the mic and say, "I have 30  plus years and I'm out," that's because Miriam 
 called me that day and said she  wouldn't continue. And they kind of agreed like, "Yep, we'll 
 go with you." She's  been so... I don't know if the entire board knows, she built a website, she 
 wrote  a lottery policy. She and I have been in training on federal funds and we'll be  writing 
 grants for kids that don't exist, yet to get titled 2, 3, 4, 9, you know,  those extra entitlement 
 funds. So she has been so importantly critical to this  process. So I just wanna thank her. 



 Lorna: Thank you for that. 

 Colleen: And Colleen McCartney, board counsel. I also want to thank the city  and their 
 legal team... 

 Dr. Malich: Yes. 

 Colleen: ...so much for all the heavy lifting they have done, and for their  assistance in 
 helping me get up to speed too. So, thanks, guys. 

 Lorna: Thank you. Thank you so much to everybody for being... Lorna  Cervantes for the 
 record. Thank you to everybody for the work you have done  to date and will continue to do 
 on behalf of our students. This is important work  and it's work that I know every one of us 
 have fully committed to. So thank you  all for your commitment, for the work that you do on 
 the backend and the  frontend of this work, and I look forward to seeing you again on May 
 2nd, if  not before that. 

 Jamie: May 3rd. 

 Lorna: Third. Jesus. 

 Jamie: Hold firm. Hold firm. 
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 May 3rd. Thank you. And with that, we will adjourn our meeting for tonight.  Thank you, 
 everyone. 

 Jeff: Alain, Lorna, and Colleen, I just need you to sign the resolutions. 
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